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Dr. Louis Maas,
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paragraph

this

Red Pencil Mark drawn

Hamilton Macdougal
Dr. W. S. B. Mathews,
John W. Metcalfe,
W. H. Neave,

across

understand that

subscribers will

their subscription to this publication expires with
that issue and, unless
,

is

it

Miss Julia E. Nieholls,
Albert R. Parson,
S. N. Penfield,

promptly renewed will
,

be discontinued.

obtained thereto.
Let the readers of The Etude come forward and
assist in the work.
Secure as many signatures in
your own town or city and pass it along.
We
must make a success of this movement, and contribute thus to a measure of Common Honesty and

H. B. Roney,

Madame Emma

PRIZRSONG.
The Etude

will

TV.

Seiler,

H. Sherwood,

A. H. Snyder,
Albert A. Stanley,

medal
The
the following words.

award

a prize of a gold

for the best setting to
text to be used as it stands, or in part, at the disThe composition to be
cretion of the composer.

]. S.

Van

—

—

Mrs. A. Chambers Ketchum,
Oalixa Lavalle,

(Entered at Philadelphia Post-Office as Second-class matter.)

It has for a long Time been a reproach to our
legislators that they have invariably refused to
seriously consider any measure, the object of
which is to secure to authors and composers a just
protection of their interests. Nor have they beefi altogether at fault, as the introduction of any such
bill has always been the signal for indignant remonstrances from our publishers. And anything
like a fair representation of the views of those
chiefly interested in such a measure of justice has
never been presented.
In the last few years the
number of publishers who calmly appropriate the
works of foreign composers and ilood the country
with cheap, often time very incorrect, editions of
them, has increased so rapidly that the more reputable houses, many of them have (impelled by a
scrupulous sense of honor) always treated composers both foreign and native
with justice and
fairness, felt obliged, in self-defence, to advocate
the passage of a just and equitable copyright law.
The members of the musical profession are interested in this movement, and the Music Teachers’
National Association appointed a committee at its
last session to secure signatures to a petition to
Congress asking for the passage of the Dorsheimer
Petitions are in circulation in various parts
Bill.
of the country and signatures are being rapidly

Gfeve.

Justice.

TEACHERS OF MUSIC AND MUSICIANS OF AMERICA.

written for one voice, with piano accompaniment.

W. H. Shkkwood will receive pupils in New
The presentation of the Dorsheimer Bill to C-ongfess afYork on Friday and Saturday of each week, at fords us an opportunity of expressing our approval of a
the Knickerbocker block, corner of Fourteenth measure, the object of which is to secure to composers and
authors a just protection from the piracy which has hitherto
Street and Fifth Avenue, but for a few weeks he
been so injurious to their interests, and which has been
must bear a fictitious name, hut an accompanying
will give his lessons in Stein way Hall.
See his doubly so to our native composers.
sealed letter, bearing the same fictitious name, must
card among Professional Cards.
This bill has already received the endorsement of the
contain within the full name and address of the
National Copyright League of New York, and believing that
author. No letters will be opened until a decision
Musical Art would be greatly benefited by the passage of
Thk low-priced and elegant foreign editions of such a just and equitable international copyright law, the
has been reached awarding the prize; and then only
the letter of the successful competitor. The Com- the best-music, such as Peters, Litolff, and Breitkopf undersigned committee, appointed at the last meeting of
mittee of A ward will reserve the right to reject all and Hartel, are beginning to be republished in the Music Teachers’ National Association, held in Cleveland, Ohio, in July, 1884, request your earnest efforts in
manuscripts. All unsuccessful manuscripts Will this country at exactly the same price, but with
obtaining signatures to both me enclosed petitions.
be destroyed, the composers are therefore particu- one important advantage, namely the binding.
As it is confidently expected that this bill will be acted
A serious drawback with Peters’ edition is, that upon by Congress early in the coming session, it is absolarly requested to retain duplicates.
The Committee of Award will consist of some it tumbles to pieces before a pupil lias taken the lutely necessary that these petitions be returned to the
of the best known musicians in the country. The second lesson. The American reprints from these Secretary, Mr. A. A. Stanley, 14 Pallas St., Providence,
R. I., on or before December 1, 1884.
catalogues are to be preferred in point of appearnames will be announced in due time.
A. A. STANLEY,
ance and durabilitv.
WILLARD BURR, Jk., [Committee.
The competition

is

open only to composers now

All manuscripts must be
residing in America,
sent in before January 1', 1886. The manuscripts

:

)
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Bubbling through the sandy

Where

'

^"ROBERT BONNER,
The

;

earth,

the cattle stoop to drink,

Here the streamlet has its birth,
By the meadow’s grassy brink,
Springing from its crystal source,
Hence it flows upon its course.

Through the

fields

,

the waters wind,

Creeping softly over rocks

Here and there the banks

With wild

are lined
grasses, reeds, and docks.

Many

a fragrant flower dips
Freshning moisture to its lips.

;

Flowing merrily along,
For its waters never stops,
It bubbles forth its wooing song

To the blushing clover tops.
Or it sings in harmony
With the cricket’s minor key.
Soon its course of peace must end,
Soon shall cease its happy dream,

When

its pure cool waters blend
With the broad and turbid stream
Mingling with the river’s roar,
Then its song is heard no more.

grading of music is yet unsettled. You
in
find music graded in all manner of ways
grades from two to twelve. Subdivisions of grades
are also to be met with. We receive orders for
music almost daily, like this: “Send me two
pieces of the third grade and three of the fourth.”
This is very indefinite to us and difficult to fill.
We have adopted ten grades in The Etude. This
does away with subdivisions and leaves scope
enough for close grading for all practical purposes.
Teachers in ordering will please govern themselves by this system or state some piece which
will indicate the grade desired.

)

Copies of the above circular and petition to the
Senate and House of Representatives may be obtained at the office of The Etude, or of Mr._A- A.
Stanley, 14 Pallas St., Providence. R. 1.

Novello, Ewek A Co., the great London pubhave opened a branch house in New York.
This is an important event. This firm’s catalogue
embraces all the groat oratorios, the best English
church music, part songs, and an immense stock
Our choral societies and
of organ music, etc.
church clfoirs particularly will be benefited by
this; although Ditson & Co. were agents for them
many years, yet there has been naturally more or
We have now a complete catalogue of Musical less conflicting of interests in such an arrangeLiterature, which has been in the course of preper- ment.
What the international copyright bill will
ation for some time in the columns of The Etude. effect will in no wise interfere with European pubWe will continue to publish lists of musical litera- lishers establishing branch houses among us.
ture as they can be gathered from time to time.
Our object is to collect the names of all the availThose teachers .who contemplate attending the
able books published in the English language. next annual meeting of the Music Teachers’ NaThe catalogue we now have will be sent free to any tional Association at New York City should idenaddress.
tify themselves now, and procure the pamphlet of
the last meeting at Cleveland. Those who pay the
Two exceptionally Tine pianists desire positions fee during the year will receive a ticket that will
at or near New York City as assistant teachers or admit them without charge at the next meeting.
the charge of music in private families. ' They We have blanks at this office which will be sent
may be communicated with through this office.
free to anyone applying.
lishers,
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THIE ETUDE.
THE COURSE

HARMONY.

IN

The (burse in Harmony now current in The
Etude is attracting more and more the attention
of the teacher everywhere. In not a few instances
the journal is taken for the sake of these lessons.
Mr. Howard, the author, is not only abundantly
competent to write intelligently on the subject, but
is fully alive to the needs of the times.
He has
some fifty pupils in Harmony in his classes in the
New England Conservatory of Music, boston, and
has written and rewritten no less than one hundred
suelr lessons.
The book, when finished, will make
one of the best text-books on Harmony extant.

A---

1

I

hoped that many

themselves of this
the study of harmony
desire to hear from those
who think favorably of the idea as soon as possible
after receiving this issue, as many are now waiting
for copies.
They need not be paid for in advance.
A bill will accompany the pamphlets when sent
to vou.
it is

opportunity

t<>

will avail

inaugurate

into their classes.

1
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j

view.
We give a short extract
" Where did you pass the most of your time
while abroad ?" asked the reporter.
o, wt
“After leaving here almost a year ago,
prove a great benefit to the musical departments in
my
our institutions. The concerts have been enthusi- wife, my pupils, sand myself. I mean took
x>k a short
shortThe artists are pleasure tour en route to Berlin, where we
astically received wherever given.
wo settled
unquestionably among the ablest performers in down from October to May.'
“ You then had an excellent chance to coin
compare
the United States and, withal, are gentlemen of
pare
A
the highest social and intellectual culture. They the musical ad vantages of Germany and America.”
"I did, and
can be engaged with or without vocalist, or the Incame back more than ever satisstitntion furnishing the vocal part of the pro- tied with America.
Though (lennany is Hooded
with American musical students. I can see no posgrammes.
We earnestly solicit the sympathy and interest of sible advantage to he gained there which cannot
the heads of musical departments in this matter. be obtained at less cost, and with better results,
Do not forget to give the precise location of your risrht hen in Boston. We have here: at home a
school.
The exact time when each school will laMOKE BRILLIANT MUSICAL SEASON
A
vished cannot lie fixed until all are heard from.
Let
Let this have your
vour earliest attention.
than that in Berlin last year.
We have more good
concerts and of a more varied character, and there
is not half the danger or temptation to over-exertion on the part of pupils that exists in all the
TIMES.
There the stugreat European musical centres.
We have for a number of years calmly watched dent is so desirous of achieving phenomenal rethe progress of the musical teaching profession. It suits in the shortest time that health is too frehas been interesting to view the genuine, solid, quently sacrificed in the struggle for rapid inl1
must call
and positive^ulvancement that our profession has vancement.
And another point.
made and is making. It is with no little pride your attention to the way in which American stuwe see our profession becoming a dignified and dents are imposed upon. Talk of the American love
We are a recognized power for the mighty dollar Why, we are mere babies
responsible calling.
in the formation of the moral and intellectual in that direction, compared* with the citizens of
he devotee of Europe. Your Herman music teacher who chav<
character of our great nation.
music is not now regarded by the average citizen you twenty marks as an American, is glad to get
as a shiftless troubadour, possessed of the one gift half that amount from one of his own country music as the “ jewel in the swine’s snout,” hut men.”
The Gemianj-iivilueneo is perhaps to be credited
as. a well-balanced, active, upright- man of the
The profession is purifying itself rapidly. for the superiority of our instrumental music, parworld.
Men are entering the musical profession to-day tieularly that of the piano. Every one has obwho, twenty years ago, would never have dreamed ot served that we are far behind in the departments
doing it. In one of our largest eastern cities the of vocal music, orchestral instruments, chorus
These branches have
firstman from the upper circle of society that entered singing, and organ music.
the musical profession is still active, hut there are not received the impetus the piano has. but are
at least fifty men of his stamp now teaching music hopefully struggling into prominence,
in this same city. The day when a dissipated, greasy,
Our public school music, outside, of a few
and unworthy character will be tolerated in the par- large cities, we regret to say, is conducted very
x
lor instructing refined young ladies is gone by. loosely, and, in most places, without any sysMen of good repute are now plenty in the ranks of tern or aim whatever. One year it is favorably
the musical profession, and the vulgar and unprin- voted into the curriculum of studies and the
The procipled musicians arc driven into beer halls and low next it is unmercifully voted out.
concert halls, where they rightly belong only here grammes' of the concerts given by the average
and there one lurks in a choir loft or obscure teacher shows marked improvement. The better,
class of music is accepted and enjoyed by. the
places.
/
The widening of the range of musical
That the march onward and upward has begun, public.
no one will deny.
Light, more light, stands bla- conception of the masses is quietly going on all zoned on our banner. The true spirit of progress over this vast land of ours.
a
The signs of the times as we contemplate our >•-; j
has imbued the whole profession, and the result
we may achieve bewilders and dazzles us. All present standard as compared with that of twenty
Twenty Y-.-b
along the line, one after the other is dropping into years ago, is indeed most encouraging.
rank and joining the general! march of progress, years ago there were only a few musical journals.,
The good results that have thus far been achieved Among them can he mentioned The Boston Musi
are to be mainly traced to good teaching, and, fur- cal Times Watson’s Art Journal Dwight’s Journal
thermore, whatever may in future be accomplished of Music, and, wie believe, one published in this.
city.
Not one journal of music now existing was
must spring from the same source.
The Musical World of
s The sturdy Germans
that have coriie among us known twenty years ago.
with sound ideas about music have infused some Brainard’s, was 'established a few months later•".YH
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ARTIST-CONCERTS.

:

Our scheme

of introducing artist-concerts into
Music Schools, Seminaries, etc.,
has been met with- satisfactory encouragement. A
number of institutions have written earnestlv requesting us to arrange for them. It is the desire of
Messrs. Maas and Sherwood that we undertake the
management of these concerts. To this we have consented. Our aim is only to operate among institutions of learning, leaving the cities to arrange for
themselves.
have so far perfected the plans
that two trips are now assured before the holidays,
and two afterwards.
Mr. Maa s will take a Southern trip in December,
and Mr. Sherwood a Western trip at the same.
The Southern trip of Mr. Maas will be as follows:
He will start from Boston on the 15th of December,
and will pass along on his route through Baltimore, and then as far south as Norfolk, passing
through Petersburg and Richmond to Lynchburg,
from there, via. Danville, to Macon, Georgia;
ning, passing through Tennessee, Kentucky,
Mr.
,'AY (5Cincinnati and Pittsburgh, to Boston.
•wood’s Western trip will begin December 12th,
Boston
direct
to
Buffalo,
through
from
Northg
)hio to Chicago, passing through the northern
central parts of Illinois, going as far West as
Moines, then to the South through Southern,
and Northern Missouri to Kansas City, then

Female
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enough pledged to justify printing them.
The
pamphlet will make about fifty pages, including
the introduction. These we will furnish, including
the last installment, for the bare cost of paper and
press work, which will be twenty-five cents per
half doz.. or fifty cents a dozen.
The separate
monthly installments can hereafter be had for
twenty-five cents a dozen. There is enough in each
month’s Etude to keep the average pupil busy
during the month. This is decidedly a pleasant
way to acquire a knowledge of this useful and fascinating science,
(treat interest is being awakened
on the subject of theory everywhere. In a recent
letter received from a correspondent this matter
is touched upon, he says: ‘'For some reason or
other teachers ’round my way are waking up to
get a better knowledge of music than the mere
technical familiarity with their respective instruments.
have now ten of the best teachers and
players in this city studying Theory, some of them
simple Harmony, others in ('ounterpoint, etc."
Broader culture in music is being sought for. and

1
«

;

;

We

;

to

There have conn numerous requests to this office
from: teachers who wish to use the back lessons in
their classes.
have only the September issue
of these lessons in separate form, and Several of
the issues of The Etude containing the back lessons are entirely exhausted.
have, however, -ready in the course of a few weeks.
shall
the stereotype plates and can furnish in pamphlet cheerfully furnish any information regarding this
form all these back lessons, provided there are matter.
confidently believe these concerts will

We

Alaw

Boston via. Pitts- public, and it, in turn, is how scattering the same
burg.
They will alternate routes in January, Mr. ideas far and wide. Then our music schools, are
Sherwood going South and Mr. Maas West. The now disseminating a vast amount of folid musical
The foreign element in our musical
last season they made over a half-dozen trips each, information.
but by this arrangement, of publishing in advance instruction is being rapidly super* •ede<|j>r rather outtheir route, much time and expense can be saved. numbered by native teachers.
The prejudice in
Those institutions that life along this route will favor of foreign teachers is fast dying out and
have no expense to pay only for the concert. foremost in the ranks of the profession stand our
Those off from the main fines will fie charged for native teachers. Our conservatories, colleges, etc.,
expenses from the main line and return.
When engage native talent, in some ease's, in preference
the two artists are engaged under the same to foreign.
auspices, a liberal deduction will be made, and it
We frankly admit that those whom we point to
is advisable for all institutions to have both at with pride as being American musicians received
The average ex- their education in part abroad, but the day is notleast once during the season.
pense of these concerts cannot now he estimated, far distant when we will do our own educating
but, from the present outlook, they will he from entirely.
Petersilia. who has just returned from a trip
$75 to $100 each yet this cannot now be fully
determined.
Let all who consider favorably this abroad, speaks of the comparative musical advanscheme write to us for circulars, which will he tage:- of our own and foreign lands, in an inter-

Indiana to Cincinnati, and

1
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MUSIC TEACHERS’ NATIONAL

nearly thirty musical journals on our exchange
a prosperous condition.
list, all apparently in
The Music Teachers’ National Association and the
American College of Musicians have sprung from
the active, restless, and progessive spirit in the profession. They are not the phantasm of a few fanatics,
nor organizations which are unfit to serve the profession, but their existence is due to crying wants of
the growing inward life of the profession. What is
yet needed to perfect the means by which the profession will rise in the esteem of the public and add
unto itself more strength is a general and systematic course of music in our public schools and
State organizations of music teachers, at which methods are discussed, a spirit of co-operation fostered,
the rights protected, the wrong exposed, etc. The
profession is far from being fixed in correct principles.
The correct spirit is at work, but it will be
long before it crystallizes into a definite form. Each
member of the profession should shoulder a portion
of this responsibility. As a minister is, to a certain
extent, responsible for the moral tone of the community in which his influence should be felt, so,
in like manner, a teacher of music is to be censured
-for the musical ignorance of those who
come
under his influence.
We have more than once
found the elevated taste of certain communities
due to the exertion of one man.

in this work shall not go down to oblivion, but shall be enrolled upon the tablets of art’s best benefactors.
The petition to Congress for an International Copyiiglit

ASSOCIATION.
SOME

MEASURES

ADOPTED AT THE LAST

Law makes
tioned.

To the Editor of The Etude
The following resolutions and petition to Congress were
unanimously adopted at the last annual meeting of the
Music Teachers’ National Association, held at Cleveland,
Ohio, July 2d, 3d, and 4th.
:

j

Whereas, The

progress

•

musical

of

art-creation

in

America has not been commensurate with the progre&s
of the other tine arts, nor with that of the other important
branches of the music profession and,
prevailing attitude of the general public

;

;

PETITION TO CONGRESS.

'*

Believing that the promotion ot musical art creation in

America would materially benefit us as a nation, and
would enable us to command greater respect of other nations, and that such art-creation has not developed proportionately with the other arts on account of very serious
impediments, one of the most important of which is the
want of an International Copyright Law, whereby our own

“ Student's

elegantly gotten-up
This edition called forth

the

comments from those who saw

many

Edifavorable

our last issue.
We furnish to patrons nearly all the piano studies
in use in this edition and will send catalogue containing full lists of them, together with several
thousand other compositions, free to anyone makit

in

art creators are placed at a marked disadvantage before
those of foreign nations through the permission of reprints of
foreign musical works therefore, we, members of the Music
;

ing application.

Wk arc

now supplying

and conservatories with

a large

number

sheet

music and receive

Teachers’ National Association, in convention assembled at
Cleveland, Ohio, this third day of July, A. D. 1884, and all
others whose, names are hereunto subscribed, do most respectfully and earnestly petition you, the Honorable Members of the Senate and House of Representatives, in Congress Assembled, that you will take active measures toward
the speedy establishment of an International Copyright Law,
and to this end pray that you will favor the passage of the
so-callecT Dorsheimer Bill, or any similar bill, whereby the
creative interests of the art of music in America will receive
the encouragement so much needed at the present time.

of schools

expressions of satisfaction on the manner in which
orders are filled.
We send the best editions. We
advance the interest of no particular publisher,
but use the best, wherever found.

The spirit of patriotism which is the pride of every
W k commend our readers to an examination of American, the highest honor and respect for ones true
own
our Premium List, to which we have one addition judgment compel the real musician not only to a considerathis month, this gives an extra subscription to tion of this matter, but a reasonable effort in its behalf.
'The
musician
whose
pulse
does
not
beat
for
the
welfare
every club of five sent in at one time, to the same
and success of

or different addresses.

W k will send a set ot piano studies to everv one
will send a list of ten names of active and
worthy teachers of the piano-forte in towns of less
than bOOO inhabitants.
We have means of procuring the names of teachers in large towns and

his country in the sphere of

musical

art,

who cares not that his country is hampered by certain laws
and customs which prevent it from obtaining its share of
honor and respect in art culture, has no more the genuine
American spirit of patriotism than the monarchial subject,
who comes here to tap our wealth and resources that the

who

institutions of learning, but we desire to reach the
village teacher and are willing to reward anyone
’
for such addresses.

:

may flow into his private coffers at home he is not
even worthy to bear the title of American musician.
To imagine works of foreign nations alone meritorious
because the larger part and best of musical works have
come from these nations, to rely upon the favorable opinions
gold

j

,

i

•

;

of others, and require of all works a certain amount of prestige before they can be accepted and used in teaching and
concerts, is a virtual acknowledgement of an uncultivated
and unreliable musical judgment. To the musician who
All orders for music are sent on the day received habitually depends upon the opinions of others, whose ideas
simply the reflection of others, what opportunities are
and whatever cannot be obtained at once is ordered are
afforded for the formation and development of a sound and
in
Yorlf or Boston and sent the next day, if it correct musical judgment? Whatever opinions he holds he
can be had.
Our terms are reasonable, and will can neither honor nor respect, for they are only borrowed,
and in no sense are they legitimately his own. This has
oe given and catalogue sent to those who apply.
long been our bane and reproach, musically, as a nation
but, thanks be to our more intelligent class of musicians
and critics, who are supplementing their know ledge of harprint again in this issue pjges 25, 28, and mony, theory, and
musical forms with a keen observation
32 of Louis Meyers’ Studies. The studies can be and strong mental acumen, this state of things, it is a pleaused as organ studies as well. There has been a sure to say, is fast undergoing a change and the time is
rapidly
approaching
when the knowledge of the author of a
very rapid sale of these studies. They were first
in estimating the
issued in engraved plates with American fingering composition will not be the prime factor
'
merit of a musical work.
only, but the publishers, Messrs. North
Co., inThe Planner and method of introducing American works
form us that a new set of stereotyped plates with into the class and concert-room is a subject which cannot
American and foreign fingering was demanded, as here be treated, but ways and means will readily suggest
the alow process of printing from engraved plates themselves to each one in his special vocation' and situation.
the musician who is too indolent to make any effort in
could not supply copies enough.
Loeschhom Of
this direction it is only necessary to say that he is too indoStudies, op. §5, will be welcomed to all teachers lent to belong to the profession of music or, in fact, any other
have beginners to deal with.
profession but the names of those who shall stand foremost
j

i

I

New

;

Wl

;

&

who

|

j

have inserted a few pages of piano studies

tion."

|

;

Whereas, The

toward American musical works, the failure of Congress to
pass an international copyright law and other influences
are great impediments to the growth of such art-creation
therefore, be it
§
Resolved, That we, as an organization, hereby agree to
encourage the creation of true musical art in America, by
giving each year a recital of representative American works,
and in such other ways as may be consistent with other
demands upon the association and be it further
Resolved, That we, as individuals, will endeavor as far
as possible to use in our own recitation rooms and for our
public concerts such American works as will suit our purpose, with the same freedom as we do equally meritorious
works of foreign nations.

:

Irom

cessary.

RESOLUTIONS.

To the Honorable Members of the Senate and House of
Representatives, in Congress Assembled

We

for the same end as the resolutions above menEach is equally important in its way. Neither
can take the place of the other nor render the other unnec-

SESSION.

,

;

The immense odds against the American composer and
marked injustice to the foreign composer is, or should be,
known to every teacher of music and musician. The former,
in his effort to find a market for his own works, confronted
with the un paid-for works of the latter, is generally obliged
an uncommon degree of benevolence, or place his
works back upon the shelf from whence they were taken.
To those musicians who combine both the qualities of
teacher and composer nothing need he said, as practical experience has taught them more than words can teach. To
all other musicians it may be said that what is sought for
in this petition, is simple justice and equality of rights and
fortunes to both classes of composers and the highest advancement of the art of music with us as a nation.
The peculiar circumstances which rendered the adoption
of this petition by the association especially desirable at the
last meeting were these
Mr. Dorsheimer, a member of
Congress, lias originated a bill relating to International
Copyright.
This bill grants the foreign author of any
country the right to a copyright for a book", or any dramatic
or musical composition, for a period of twenty-eight years,
with the privilege of renewal for fourteen years, whenever
such foreign country shall grant similar privileges to citizens
of the United States. This bill has already passed the subcommittee and full committee of the House Judiciary, and
its author is instructed to report it favorably to the House.
There is evidence of considerable opposition to this biff
in both branches of Congress, and all the influence which
can he brought to bear in its favor will help to secure its
The American Copyright League of New York
passage.
are already at work among literary men and publishers, and
it is high time that musicians, whom this matter concerns
even more, should unite their' strength and show themselves
The important advantages which, sooner or
in earnest.
later, would accrue to the teacher of music as well as the
musical art itself throughout the country, would gladly be
given did present limits permit. Could these advantages,
however, be fully understood, and could it be universally
realized that this is the golden opportunity for a united effort for the passage of such a measure, for which many have
lived and labored and have never seen, no teacher ot music
in the United States would begrudge the little time it would
take to secure the signatures of all his or her musical friends
and acquaintances. Quite a number of signatures were secured at the Cleveland meeting of the Music Teachers’ National Association, including many of the best musicians in
America, and a committee of three was appointed by that
body to carry on and consumate the work there begun. To
this committee, consisting of A.. A. Stanley and Robert
Bonner, of Providence, R. I., and Willard Burr, Jr., of
Boston, is entrusted the responsibility of sending out copies
of the petition to the teachers of the United States, and secure as many signatures as possible, which we hope will be
many thousands. These memorials, with their signatures,
must be returned to A. A. Stanley, or some member of the
committee, before December 1, 1884. On account of the
shortness of the time, and the fact that Congress docs not
begin its duties until about December 1st, the committee
have thought best to change the time from November 1st to
that date, the design being to have them all in readiness
and secure the interest and co-operation of some influential
member of the House and Senate before the Dorsheimer
Bill shall come up for consideration.
The association in no sense regarded this measure as a
matter of interest simply to its own members, for it equally
concerns every one who belongs to the musical profession.
To every teacher and performer of music in the United
States the committee are very desirous of repdering these,
memorials, but, owing to the great amount of labor involved
imd the extreme difficulty of finding out the names and address' of many, they fear it will be well-nigh impossible,
even with the kindly help of the musical press. If every
one, however, who observes, any notice of this matter, and
has not received copies of the petition, or do not receive
them soon, if they will please send to any member of the
committee, they will meet with a prompt reply and receive
It
copies of the petition with an accompanying circular,
is urgently requested that you will not wait till the time is'
nearly up for obtaining signatures, but secure all you can at
Music
by
the
To get these matters, inaugurated
once.
Teachers’ National Association, before the attention of the
vast body of musicians throughout the country is a work so
exceedingly difficult, and of such vital concern to the general musical fraternity and the progress of American musical art, that if other musical journals should feel disposed
to publish these resolutions and petition, together with the
accompanying or similar explanations, and manifest a deep
interest in the matter, as some journals have already done,
they would not only receive the lasting gratitude of the
Music Teachers’ National Association, but of all the good
and worthy members of the musical profession in America.
to exhibit

:

WILLARD BURR,

Jr.,

Boston, Mass.
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THE ETUDE.
W. H.

SHERWOOD.

(Irom the Boston

He

Transcript.)

a master of the chords and keys
The notetl obey him with a docile ease.
Till, swept by feeling’s swift scarce curbed control,
lie owns the muse for mistress of his soul.
Upon the tide, so restful in unrest,
sits

A

once to an explanation of the scale. My method of scale
is so near like the one explained by George II.
Howard, in bis Course in Harmony, now current in The
Etude, that I need not repeat it. I want to say from expe-

presentation

GRADED LIST OF INSTRUCTIVE
AND CLASSICAL COMPOSITIONS.

Of course, to children
rience, that this method is excellent,.
administer tonics and diatonies in proportionately small

I

TEN GRADES.

iN

;

Wave

wave

of sound is onward pressed,
In every tone a tear or smile or prayer,
A moment’s touch and breath of upper air.
On these thin strings what skill to catch the score
Of ocean symphonies along the shore,
Response melodious from each stricken wire
To chime with nature’s chant in all her choir,
While art interprets from the strains sublime
Pitched on the scale immense of space and time.
C. A. BABTOL
after

doses)
I

have

my

pupils transpose, write in concert, and each

HOW TO TEACH

BEGINNERS.

(Continued from

recite the scales from C to B sharp Major (fifths), and then
from O to I> ’ Major, inserting the sharps in their logical
F, C, G, I), A, E, B, and the flats inversely. By
writing the scales in ail possible positions on either clef, tlie
pupils soon acquire great facility both in reading and in
is of
the utmost, importance to teach
transposing.
It.
thoroughly two things here; first,, the prompt recognition of
the tonic from a given signature; and, second, nice versa,
the
tonic.
from
the signature
At first, this work requires
a good deal of thought and close attention, and must not, be
kept up too long at one time. For variety, I introduce at
each lesson various rvthmic exercises, illustrative of the
value of notes of different lengths. I make a musical timetable,
one whole note equals two bail-notes, etc., and
Again, I write upon the board a
class recite* in concert.
simple time exercise of different kinds of notes, and have it,
sung and played and the time marked by counting or
>

Sch. P.acli, Das Wohltemperiste Clavier (the easier
one),: the English Suites; Beethoven, Sonatas, op. 2, No.
2,3; op. 10, No. 2,3; op. 7, 13, 20; II. Berens, op. 69,
Rosen nod Diirnen pieces, vol, 1, 2; dementi, Sonaten, No f
1,6, 7,8, 11, 13, IS; Chopin, op. 29, impromptu; op. 40,
Polonaises; Marche Eounchre of op. 35; op. 17, Mazurka;
op. 32, Nocturnes: op. 15, Three Nocturnes;
up. 42, Yalse
.1.

:

op. 6, Mazurka; op. 27, No. 2,
l, 2, 3, Vaises;
Nocturne in 1) flat
op. 3,7, No. 1, Nocturne in G Minor;
op. 26, two Polonaises; Th. Bolder, op. 24, Nocturne in
flat; op. 39,Taranieile; C. Evers, octave study; H. Gotze,
op. 6, three Scherzos; ,3. Haydn, Sonata No. 1, in E flat
op. 64, No.

;

—

D

Wcinholz ) ; Symphonies edited by

-

J. Schaffer
S. Heller,
Saltarello; A. Henselt,
Wiegenlied (Cradle Song), La Gondola; Ferd. Hiller, op.
Then. Knllak, op. 22, La Gazella; op. 5,
40, impromptu
op. 46, No. 1. 2; Liszt, Schubert’s songs;
Elfenreigen
(

op. 53 and S3

marching.

For The Etude.

last issue.)

Sixth Grade.

order,

—

*

:

Tarantellc, op. 77

;

;

:

Another valuable exercise always to be interspersed is
sound writing. This subject lias also been well explained
Stiindchcn (Serenade), Lob der Thranen (Elegy of tears),
in the Harmony Course above alluded to.
It, usually takes ten
weeks (lessons) to bring my little Dei' Aufentlialp; (the Delay) La Regatta; Stabatmate.i
A. Ldschhorn, op. 25, La Belle Amazone; Ch. Miichtig, op.
class to this point, during which time, at tlieir piano lessons,
Mendelsthey have been applying tlieir small store of harmonic I, Aus der Hnimat; op. 3, La Belie Gracieuse
knowledge to the best advantage. They all play in slow sohn, op. 16, three Fantasias; Songs without words; Mozart,
E. Bauer, op. 30, La
rhythm, but accurately, all majorscales, two octaves or more, (Tonata No. 17, D Major, (0-8 time)
and tlieir ability to read notes accurately lias made all tlieir Cascade; .loach. Raff, op. 64, Capriccio A. Rubenstein, Le
piano study easy, pleasant, and rapidly progressive. During Bal; No. 6, Polka; Ilenn. Seholtz, op. 20, Alhumblatter,
the next term following the first we master tlie minor scale No. 1-12; Schubert, op. 94, Moments Musicales; J. Scliuland its transpositions, and learn its relation to the major hoff, op. 4, two Polkas op. SO, Souvenir de Varsovie; op.
mode. 1 prefer to abstain entirely from tlie old, melodic, or 39, Souvenir de Kief!'; op. 16, Galop; R. Schumann, op. 2,
mixed form of the minor, and teach children only tlie Papi lions;- op. 99, Bunte Blatter, Vo. 12, 14, 11,4, 5 op. 85;
No. 16,,
Harmonic Form. Subsequently the others are leadily op. 15, Kinderscenen op. 124, Albumbliitter
Xoveletten; W. Thubert, op. 41, No. 1,
formed and understood from this. Pupils who mastered Selilummerlied
the major scales in ten weeks with their increased concep- Campatiella; S. Thalberg, op. 64, Waltz, Les Capricieuses
tion and perception, will readily master the corresponding II. Ulrich, op. 14. No. 1, Barcarolle.
minor scales in half the time.
This leaves us five weeks of the second term for the
Seventh Grade.
review and swnma summarum of this fundamental subject.
Beethoven, op. 31, Sonatas, No. 1, 2, 3: A. Feska, op. 19,
My last drill is tlie recognition of difficult and obscure scale
Sylphide; A. Henselt, op. 15, Frulingsiied; Romance; Ferd.
passages, both major and minor, which becomes a sure test
Hiller, op. 44, No. 1, Polonaise; No. 2, Yalse; J. N. Humof the extent of tlie pupil’s knowledge.
La Bella Capricciosa K. Kalkbrenner, op. 26,
These scales may be very blindly constructed, so that a ni'd, op. 55,
“ Le Fou ;” Liszt. Schubert's Songs, “Ain Meer;" Soirees
solution of the tonic in each case is only possible by one
de Vienna, No. 1, 2, 5, 6, 7; “Feuille d’Album
Mendelsthoroughly versed in scale formation. When my pupils
Scherzo a Capriccio in F sharp Minor; J. Moscheles,
can instantly name the tonic of any scale in any form I sohn,
op. 101, Romance and Tarantelle; Radecke, op. 19, Nocchoose to write it, I pronounce them graduated from this
:

;

Much

already been written on this subject, but rarely
do I find an elucidation of anyone's particular method, given
in such a manner as to render it capable of imitation or of
adoption
The faculty of giving light is no less important,
than that of receiving.
Setting aside as unworthy the rare few who have private
(patent:’) methods of teaching the entire subject in five or
ten lessons, and those who, also, in the profundity of their
conceit, have formulated or purloined methods than which,
in their estimation, none can be superior, 1 write for the
tnanv who are earnestly seeking self-improvement, and who
readily grasp and examine every idea that presents itself to
them. I hope by so doing to establish a precedent that
others will be prone to follow ; and thus, through a common
interchange of thought and experience, may we be of the
utmost possible benefit to each other.
In speaking of my particular methods, I will say, that
none of them are in the least stereotyped, and the main
originality connected with them is in the manner of presentation.
I receive beginners in piano of all ages^from six
years old up to sixty (?), and I treat them all exactly alike
only “ differently.” To explain, a person, though grown up
physically, is still a child mentally, if he has had no previous development in that direction. The primary consid1.
What are the pupil’s natural
erations with me are
endowments? 2. What the amount of his receptivity? and,
3. What his powers of physical and mental endurance?
These things I bear constantly in mind in all my courses of
instruction, and at all times.
1 proceed from the outset to lay a solid foundation in
Harmony and Technique for upon these pillars the entire
superstructure of the art rests. In this article 1 shall confine myself mainly to explaining some elementary methods
of_Harmonic instruction, and at some future time will
furnish the sequel by giving my course in Technique.
The question is frequently asked, can children be taught
anything about Harmony, and if it is at all necessary to
teach them. I shall, in answering this question, assume
the necessity as a universally conceded fact among all practical teachers, and will further state that I find it not only
possible, but thoroughly practical, to instruct children in
harmony. Indeed, it is upon the correct instilling of harmonic principles that their future success in music largely
depends.
I divide my piano class, or rather the class divides itself,
iu the course of time, into three or four sections, which represent as many grades of advancement.
(L'he first grade is primary, and is made up of pupils from
I begin this olass with a drill on
six to twelve years of age.
the stafi notation. I use simply a plain blackboard, on
which are ruled two staves. Having made and explained
clef, I write a note on the corresponding line, and
the
demand its name. The answer comes promptly, “ G.” That
its name from the
is impressed. Nextl write A, and bring
I then alternate by writing quite rapidly (like a trill)
class.
G and A many times, having them recite in concert as I go.
Then I disclose another letter adjacent to the ones already
learned, and drill upon the three repeatedly until each is
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Schulhoff, op. 10, Bohemian songs; Schumann, op.
turne
very important department. This is at the close of the
Albumbliitte op. 85, twelve piano pieces, transcribed
second quarter ffoin tlie beginning. And now I will reply 124,
for two hands by C. Reinecke; C. M. von Webei, Polacca
to the part of the question which contains tlie cui bono, or
“ What is the use of this ?” Evgry little exercise that my Brilliant in E: Polonaise in E flat.
The
little pianists play is first read with readiness at sight.
Eighth and Ninth Grade.
first questions are, What is the tonic? signature? mode?
etc., all of which are promptly answered and comprehended
Seb. J. Bach, Das Wohllemperirte Clavier; Compositions
by tlie child. If a modulation occurs anywhere, it is at for tlie organ transcribed by Liszt Beethoven, op. 27, No.
once recognized. Phrasing may now be taught, since
op. 53; op. 81; bp. 36; 32 variations on a theme by
1, 2
cadences may be easily pointed out. Passages, and by some, |Diabelii; op. 18, String quartette trans., by Schaffer;
whole exercises, are transposed into foreign keys. Is all Job. Brahms, op. 23, Variations on a theme by Schumann;
this knowledge of no use?
I will give a Yaukee answer:
Chopin, op. 47, Ba^idb^ op. 31. Scherzo; Ferd. Hiller, op.
Which is most practical, such a knowledge of tlie elements, 78, Sonata op. 144, Modern Suite, 1-6 Fr. Kiel, Variations
or no knowledge at all? I find it impossible, within the and Fugues, op. 17; Theo. Kirclmer, op.
7, Alhumblatter;
limit of my space, to proceed farther with this subject, and op.
op. 11, Sketches; op. 12,
5, Greeting to my Friends
doubtless it is as well as if it extended to Counterpoint, since Adagio, quasi Fantasia
Kullak, op. 37, Perles d’Ecnme
the same method of class drill continues all through until op.
Littolf,
Spinnlied
Danaides;
H.
op.
The
31,
28,
; "Meneverything is thoroughly learned of Harmony and its appli- delssolm, op. 33, three Caprices; op. 14, Rondo Capriccioso
I, desire in conclusion to say to those
cation to the piano.
in E op. 29, Rondo in E flat: op. 37; Allegro giocoso; Cateachers who refrain from pursuing a harmonic course with priccio in B Minor; Liszt, Drei Sclmbertsche Marschen;
their pupils, thinking the subject too intricate, that it is a Transcriptions of Mendelssohn's Songs; Radecke, op.
8, The $
mistake. First make yourself complete master of the Fountain; A. Saran, op. 5, Fantasie; Schubert the last Sonsubject, until all seems clear to you, and then your own atas, No.
3, in B Major; op. 142, four Impromptus ; Schumann, _
originality will suggest methods of making the knowledge op. 6 “Davids biiudler,” No. 1, 2; op. 12, Phantasie Stiicke;
“
plain to others. Study many books yourself, but refrain
from holding up any text-book before a class and endeavoring to let it explain your ideas for you. It woD’t do ; your kjuuau* 111
^
^
*
“J
r
They tacitly look to you Sonata in D Minor; R.Jr Wilmers, op. 8, Sehnsuc*>»- «
class will soon be in confusion.
as the master, and you can retain their confidence and Meer; op. 28, two Etudes de Concert.
attention only by being so. Finally try these suggestions,
and my assurance is that you will never regret the effort.
Ninth and Tenth Grades.
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D. DE FOREST BRYANT.
stamped upon every mind and assumes an individuality.
Beethoven, op. 57, Sonata appasionata; op. 106, J
Proceeding thus until each letter is committed, bearing always
Concerto; Chopin, op. 2, Variation on a theme fro
in mind to present only one thing at a time, and to repeat
Juan; op, 11, Concerto; op. 66, Fantasie impromp
that in connection with things already learned many times.
op. 53, Polonai
op. 14, Krakowiak
60, Barcarolle
axiom, Eepetitio mater studiarum est (Repetition is the
mmCM Thfe
56, Nocturnes, No. 2; A. Henselt, op. 1, Variations
mother of studies), is the great law in memorizing. In the
op. 3. Poeme d’ Amour op. 16, Tableau Musical H
above manner, I teach the notation of the two clefs, and
Minor
Concerto
in
A
Liszt, Don
singing
Fantasia
and
piano
able
teach
op.
A
vocal
teacher,
to
18,
;
below
each.
I
affirm
above
and
sissiA then the leger positions
Rhapsodies Hongroi:
AT that more can be taught practically about sight reading by classes, can secure a position in Tennessee, at a salary Faptasia Galop Chromatique
1 and 2 Tscherkesenmarch Lucia Fantasie ; Erlkonig
this method in one lesson, conducted as I have described it, of $400 and a home, by applying to this office.
from Tannhauser; Fanst waltzes, Festspiel and Bri
than in six private lessons at the piano, where the pupil’s
A single lady or widow preferred.
from Lohengrin ; Mendelssohn, op. 54, Variations 0
mind at' first is or should be engrossed with matters of
in G minor ; Moscheles, Concerto No. 8, In G Minoir
technic, and not distracted with notes.
mann, op. 20, Humoreskes j op. 13, Symphonic Stud
on
lesson
I spend not over fifteen minutes of each hour’s
Boston
among
the
Plating the violin has become a craze
11, Sonata in F sharp Minor ; op. 1ft, Kreslemna
the above work. Children are restless, soon tire, and
chin rest and Arabeskes op. 22, Sonata G Minor; Thalberg,
demand variety. Whenever the treble clef notation is ladles. The violin makes a very comfortable
Juan Fantasia* op. 33.; C. M. von Weber, Co
mastered, (and it may be in fifteen minutes), I proceed at should he encouraged every wbere.7 Philadelphia Call.
V;
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upshot almost universally the same they do not know the
The scales, as played at the first examination to a
to be deficient in
tone, in exactness of time, and in accent. Now do you ever

ment, bearing in mind that it is best to l^ep your studies
much more difficult than your pieces. If you happen not'

head music teacher, generally turn out

to

your own playing of the scales ? If it has never
occurred to you to be your own music tcacherf and listen
critically and intently to your own playing, wotild yon begin
to do so now ?
I think you may possibly find (if you will
excuse my saying so) all the conditions of good scale-playing (and those are the fundamental conditions of all good

quarters of a pianoforte instructor.

:

scales.

FRANZ

By

LISZT.

:

’

;

—

;

—

:

—

sions of six sixteenths, with an accent on the first note of

Do you

each group?

practise

them with varying
and shade

light

shade, as you would exercises of light
ing,

making your crescendos very

Keys. Next, as to keys, is the key major or minor? to
what circle of keys is it related, so that you can forecast the
modulations into which the composer, if a good musician,
will probably go? If you have no books of reference on

and

in draw-

long, say during'six scales

.

tiresome, so much so, indeed, that many made their escape,
that it was a piece of impertinence in Monsieur Pixis to preto be listened to by an audience that had assembled
to admire the masterpieces of the great man. I am far from
inferring by what I have just related that they were wrong
in applauding Pixis’ trio, but he himself could not but have
received with a smile of pity the applause of a public capa-

sume

of four octaves each, beginning so softly as to be scarcely

this matter,

audible, and increasing steadily to the loudest fortissimo,

Jewell’s “Musical Catechism,” with accompanying exercise

whence you diminish, with perfect steadiness and evenness
(and this is the most difficult) to the pianissimo at which
you began ?
Table ok Practise. 1 would suggest your adopting a

tary knowledge.
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Monday.
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Wednesday.
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Thursday.
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Scales. .....

Donizetti dedicated his “Elisir d'Amore" (Elixir of
Love), to the fair sex of Milan, adding, “who can distil it
better?” He also once remarked, “1 have so many melodies and ideas teeming in my head that I lose one every time
I sneeze .”

•

7

•

•

.

Piece ......
;

1

1

i

day Spohr, who was on intimate terms with Beethoven, met the great master, after several days having passed
without seeing him, when he asked if he had been indisposed. “No, no,” said Beethoven, “I was not ill, but my
boots were, and as I had only a single pair, I had to remain
indoor until they got well ”
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are fond of music, and eager to

who happen

to

alert to gain

You will feel mbfe for the noble steadfastness
when you think of him, a poor, oppressed orphan
child, stealing down in the dead of the night to get at the
music w rongfully denied him by a hard and cr uel brother

ol

“happy

learn,” and
learn,

who

I

table of practice, prepared like the one given here.

who

who wish and

may

responsibility,

.darkness suffers long filing and cutting before

it reveals its

find writing

tice a great

!

down

If

work which

you would like some guide to the most
think you would fifed ten

minutes’ work at studies.

Selection of Studies.

hand coaxing out from the

old wire bookcase

asleep;

I have often thought, when children have told me they
had “no time” for anything but half-hearted work and

minutes’ scales and ten minutes’ “Technical Exercises” a
practise,

little

the MS. -of the music he so loved, and copying it by moonlight in the told German winter when the household was

is

effective proportion of practise, I

good beginning to your hour’s

Bach,

—that

You

each” day the proportion or prac-

help towards the check on your

so invaluable.

love to

that musical talents are, like all others, a

not to he frittered or dreamed
away, but taken to the hard work and quiet plodding of
daily self-denial, just as the diamond which grows in the
gift

would

are, like

in this, they are not yet so old but they

write to those only

feel

and a

any knowledge

those

whom

passion.”*

he unable from

various causes to enjoy the guidance of experienced hands

Portia,

Ellice

me to remember that the good Lord,
I have drawn near in humble faith has suffered
and died for me, and will look or me with love and comto

for

we have found

a great consolation to

FOR AMATF.FES.

In this hope I begin this chapter

of one,

;

Technics
Study .....

One

and heads, and yet are on the
which would help them.

know

Lives of Musicians Studied.—-And, now, after you
have noted the time and key, I would ask you to try and
life of the musician whose works you study, and
make an abstract of it in a note-book kept for that purpose,
trying to follow out his life, the times in which he lived, Ms
friends, his difficulties and sufferings.
You will feel niueh
more for the music which flows out of the master- mjnd, if
you remember how it became what it was, and what was
the inner key of its working as, for instance, in the life of
Haydn, who, when some friend almost found fault with the
abundance of tender happiness and grace in his music, answered Carpani, “At the thought of God, my heart leaps
for joy, and I cannot help my music doing the same.” You
will feel more deeply the exquisite beauty of Mozart’s writings when you know that, like a divine light, they rose,
unfed by lovely Italian surroundings and an adoring court
of friends, like Raphael’s, bdtj nourished amidst grinding
and incessant! toil, in poverty, sickness, and sorrow, harassing difficulties and privations, and the “spurns which paand you will feel, as
tient merit of the unworthy takes
you never could without knowing all this, the glory of his
“ It is
last words, the true peace after all he 'had suffered

s
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intelligently,

to

music book, very good and clear on time, keys, and elemenThere are also many others, but we have
found that very simple and very useful.

!

;

many who

and care

get some

ble of confounding two compositions and two styles so totally different
for, most assuredly, the persons who could
fall into such a mistake are wholly unfit to appreciate the
real beauties in his works.

are

that op. 137 is the
has gone through the first two

—

;

There

may tell you

;

;

work well and

who

—

—

;

METHOD OF

Bertini’s studies, I

Bertini’s op. 100 would
accompany pleasantly and usefully such pieces as Mozart’s
Waltzes and the Sonatinas of Beethoven, dementi, Dussek,
Kiihlau.
Bertini’s op. 20 would be appropriate for a grade
more difficult music, such as Mozart’s Rondo in D, Sonata'
in C, Beethoven’s Rondo in C, Sonata in G, op. 49, No. 2,
playing) wanting, namely, evenness of tone, gradation of the Bagatelles and Waltzes.
light and shade, and proper accent or rhythm.
Key and Time. When you have chosen your study, I
Evenness of Scales. Scales should be like pearls for would ask yon to observe, first, in what key it is written,
evenness. Now, you know that the value of a row of pearls and next, in what time, defining that time in writing clearly,
and some are almost priceless lies, not in the size of a so that you would answer at once decidedly both the sort of
Bearing this in time and your reason for being sure on this point. A little
few, hut in the perfect equality of all.
mind, now, listen to your left hand, and till it plays as cross-examination is wonderfully useful, even though it he
evenly and firmly as the right hand, practise it often alone
only j our own, in making your knowledge exact for inlisten to the fourth finger of your left hand as well as of your stance, is the time signature of triple or common time, simright hand, and till the tone it produces is as full and firm ple triple or compound triple, simple common or compound
as that of the thumb, practise “Technical Exercises,” which common, and wherein lies the difference?
Get into the
will equalize the power of your fingers.
habit of defining time clearly, and if it be marked by
Divisions of Hcai.es. Listen to the divisions of your metronome, and you have not one of Maelzel’s, there are
scales.
Order is Heaven’s first law, and order is in music simple and inexpensive ones you may hang on your watchaccent and time.
Do you practise your scales in groups of chain ( Lambom Cock’s, for instance), which will mark it
sixteenths, first in threes, then in fours, and then in divi- at once for you.

When I was very young, I often amused myself with
playing school-boy tricks, of which my auditors never failed
become the dupes. I would play the same piece, at one
time as of Beethoven, at another as of Czerny, and lastly as
my own. The occasion on which I passed myself off for the
author I received both protection and encouragement “It
The day I played it under
really was not bad for my age.
the name of Czerny I was not listened to but when I played
it as being the composition of Beethoven I made dead cerThe name
tain of the “Bravos” of the whole assembly.
of Beethoven brings to my recollection another incident,
which confirms my notions of the artistical capacity of the
of the
band
dilettanti. You know that for several years the
Conservatory have undertaken to present the public with
Now his glory is consecrated the most
his symphonies.
ignorant among the ignorant shelter themselves behind his
and even envy herself, in her impotence,
colossal name
avails herself of it, as with a club, to crush all cotemporary writers who appear to elevate themselves above their
Wishing to carry out the idea of the Conservatory
fellows.
(very imperfectly, for sufficient time was not allowed me),
I this winter devoted several musical performances almost
exclusively to the bringing forward duets, trios, and quinI made sure of being wearisome, but 1
tets of Beethoven.
was also sure that no one dare say so. There were really
one might have easily
brilliant displays of enthusiasm
been deceived, and thought that the crowd’ were subjugated
by the power of genius but at one of the last performances
an inversion in the order of the programme completely put
an end to the error. Without any explanation a trio of
The
Pixis was played in the place of one by Beethoven.
“bravos” were more numerous, more brilliant than ever,
and when the trio of Beethoven took the place assigned to
even
and
mediocre,
that of Pixis. it was found to be cold,
to

’

know

easiest, fit for a child

listen to

going 6n to twenty

desultory reading, of that little child Who paid for his determination and courage by the blindness of later years,

>

—Bertini’s are the most excellent

-

but who died John Sebastian Bach, the greatest musician
from op. 137, 'op. 100, op. who ever lived, who lived on as he began, an utterly sturdy,
and op. 32, followed by Cramer’s studies, dementi’s self-denying life, in that simple hospitable hoifie, where
“ Grades ad Pamaseum,” going on to Chopin, Rubinstein’s
there was welcome for all comers except for luxury and
studies, and Bach’s “Preludes and Fngues,” giving your
Y ” -vidleness.
C
last twenty minutes to whatever piece you hare in hand,
(Concluded in next issue.)
Now, when you have thought over this, you may care for a
for their first examination.
Scaljes. The first question is, of course, “Do yon knpw- k.word of advice on the method of beginning each study,
* drove*’
Dictionary of Musicians.”
your scales?” And to this the replies are various, hut tUffy after you have choSen those fittest for your stage of advance-

worth and shines in the light. To those who would work
well and hard, both for their duty’s sake and that of enriching the home of which they form a part, I would fain
write gladly, hoping. to save them from the “tattered and
torn” condition of- practice in which most pupils come up

—

for beginners, rising in difficulty

29,
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he (Porpora) might point out. On being answered in the afon a sheet of ruled paper the diatonic and
chromatic scales, ascending and descending, together with

firmative, he wrote

the .intervals, and a variety of trills, turns, and other practices in vocalization.
Day after day, and year after year,
was this page produced and reproduced. About the third
or fourth year the pupil began to murmur, but was reminded
of his promise.
The fifth year came also, and every day
brought the same everlasting leaf.
The sixth, too, was
similarly attended; but accompanied by lessons in prononciation, declamation, etc. At the end of this year the scholar,
who still imagined himself only at the commencement of
his studies, was struck with astonishment to hear the master
exclaim, “ Go, my son, thou hast no more to learn thou art
the first singer of Italy and the world.” What he said was
true the singer was CaffareHi.

®§

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

;

Quoting Mendelssohn’s Capriecioso in B Minor, No. lpof
and “ Harmonics du Soir” of the; “ Etude®
d’exeention transcendante” of Liszt, as examples. UNo. 8
in A Minor, a “Study in single note skips for left hand,”
has the following foot note relative their correct performance
“In skips, if the distance be an octave or more, the hand
should be constantly spanned for an octave, keeping the gaze
fixed upon the note over which the thumb hovers, or the
octave from the note to be struck, represented in this exer
cise by the small notes.”
No, 23 is a “Study for the aequi
sition of ease in passing the righ hand over .the left,” and
No. 24 for passing the left over the right, another one is fe*
the study of expression, another in phrasing, and so on
through the book. The studies are interesting from a miffli
cal as well as technical standpoint, and deserve to rank
with the best studies written of their grade. They are gotten up in the very best style, representing some of the best
plate work done in America.
No study is larger than two
Price §2.00.
pages.
Furnished by us to the trade at the
usual discount.
op. 25, Chopin,
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into good practical
§1!

:

fine!
first

Effort.

some

;

it

would appear

in a

;

—H.

Western Musical Festival, Clear Lake Park Iowa
Perkins Director.

8.

,

Lurtspiel Overture, Kelar Bela

4 ‘

See the Conquering
Hero Comes,” Handel Song— “ I Saw the Forest Fading;”
Tom’s Little Star, Fannie Porter
Pressel Recitation
Tarry
“Would
You?”
Violin Solo, ConSolo
Soprano
Baritone Solo Selection
Song—
certo No. 1, De Beriot
“Life is so Gay,” (Gumbert) Fanny Kellogg; Song—
“Come Again, JDjiys of Bliss;” “Sweet and Low,” Barn“ The Lord is
ley Concert Polka, Cornet Solo, RolJinson
King” (Festival Anthem), Perkins; Soprano Solo— “ O,
Dolce Concerto” and variations (Mozart), Emma von Eisner; Piano Solo “Polonaise in A flat,” Chopin Bass
“The Watcher,” Adam Geibol
“A Sommer
Solo
Shower” (Marzials), Fanny Kellogg Recitation “ Noble

—

—

;

;

;

4

’

’

;

;

—

;

;

—

—

What is a tetrachord ? Give an example.
Form an arpeggio on the chord of C# Minor.

m
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;
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Red Man,” Mark Twain Chorus— “The Marvelous Work,”
Haydn.
Anthony Stankowitch, Philadelphia.

op.

30,

E Major, Handel Minuetto from Sonata Op.
Beethoven Humoreske, Op. 6 No. 3, Grieg HumorOp: 6 No. 2, Grieg Norwegian Bridal Procession
Grieg Scherzo, B flat Minor, Chopin Toccata, Scarlatti
“If I were a
Arabesques, Schumann Grillen. Schumann
aides rauschen Liszt Etude Nrt
Bird” (Etude), Henselt
12, Op. 10, Chopin Concerto, E Minor, Chopin.
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The study
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Orchestral

.

.

i'PC

;

W. H. Neave,

— “Overture

—to

Salisbury,

N. C.

—

Olivette;” Piano Solo

Wely Vacal Solo “Heaven Hath Shed a THwiSSfBISM
Kucken; Piano Solo— “Novellette,” Schumann; 7
tania, ”

—

;

bone Solo-— Fantasie on airs from Rigoletto, ” D’„
44
Piano Solo “Coral Caves,” Wyman ; Vocal Solo-7
voce poco fa,” Rossini ; Piano Solo “Faust Waltz,”
Cornet Solo ; Orchestral “Belles of Raleigh,” Pauli
"
’
Vocal, Bass
Solo “Last Rose” Var., Smith
V"
Sentinel.”
44
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rtAw
in arpeggiated or broken chords’ presents a new
4
Conidea regarding them performance. The foot note says,
Pianist “ Which part of my rha;
trary to the generally accepted rale for arpeggiating chords,
Ignorance, u Which part ?”
viz., that the lowest note should be played on the beats or joy?”
tt Ah
rhythmic divisions of .the mw^ate, this piece and all simi- ment?”— “ Ohl the last we-,"
lar eompositlfess. havin^-a-dbiSdnet taelody in the upper part “Presto? What aqueef name.” ‘«Do
should he arpeggiated in such a manner as to bring the upourai
the aadll
hiahett nnteM nnthe rhvthmic divisions of the measure.’

rm

“a

;

;

this is the tenth or twelfth set of studies published written
The present set is not difficult, about third
and form a splendid preparatory
grade, reckoning 1 to 6 ,
to Cramer’s Studies. Each study takes up some particular
phase or peculiarity of piano music, and sticks to this one
before going on- to the
execution
idea, thus perfecting its
next variety of figure. There are legato scale studies, staccato, arpemrio octaves, skip and Portamento studies, etc*

by him.
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;
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31,

in the

We have before ns a new set of studies recently published
by Russell Bros., of Boston, “each one of which contains
a modem technical requirement presented in a varied, useful, and instructive manner. Carefully fingered and phrased
with pedaling and copious notes by the author.” Mr. Turner is a very prolific writer, and if we are not mistaken,

_

:

;

;

;

;

j

*

a Lecture.)

;

Variations,

—

RR

Kansas—If. De F. Bryant,

(Illustrated by

;

“Twenty-four short Melodious Studies,”
major and minor keys. A. D. Turner.

j

-i

Director.

Sonata Pathetique, (adagio), Beethoven Pasquinade,. EdHome, Sweet Home, Bryant GondellieciL
gar Sherwood
F sharp Minor, Mendelssohn Presto Agitato, G Minor,
Mendelssohn Spring Song, Mendelssohn Polaeca Brillante, Weber Last Hope, Gottschalk.

REVIEW OF NEW MUSIC.

n iudomitable will, that
nnvhliinor great is.to
TW>tu>ocif\r when
wIiai) anything
ift t.n be
Ha achieved, exhibAvliik.
necessity

RRAR

De Kontski.

School of Music Art, Fort Scott,

;

j

•

Caprice Heroique,

;

him

•

;

;

;

;

Of how many movements does
18. What is a sonata?
generally consist ?
time?
time and
19. What is the difference between
20.
21.

AM

Silas; Impromptu, “The Chase,” Rheinberger Berceuse
(Cradle song), Chopin; “Good-Bye,” Tosti
Waltz, from
“ Romeo and Juliet,” Guonod “Awakening of the Lion,”

meant by compound time?

is

;

;

?

C

when his father, strictly forbidding
to continue his musical illusions at the expense of his
medical studies, withdrew the small sum allowed for his
subsistence, in order to force him to give up what he not
mly thought an unremuneratipg, useless pursuit, but what
is pious mother, from fear of the contact in which it might
ng«ge Berlioz with the stage and with its unholy priestSiiifiaS#
i$es, condemned to such an extent; that, when he would
©fc give in and Abandon the career which be had chosen,
Left at last to bis own resources,
he- actually cursed him.
e solicited the place of a chorister, Having to compete]
his com-]
mAh,
he vanquished
kh three or four other poor
- ' '

pa

What

17.
it

ited itself in full force

!

rhythm

W.

;

12. Why is a “pianoforte,” so called?
13 By what means do you determine the key in which
a piece of music is written ?
14. What is the difference between an appoggiatura and
an acciacatura?
15. Write out in two forms the relative minor scale of A
Major.
16. What particular note points ®ut the difference between
a minor key and that of its relative major ?

working order.

.Bkiilio//s First

is

—John

Metcalfe, Director.

;

Write out a chromatic scale as
composition in the key of C Minor.

who never seem to believe themselves capable of anything
they see others press forward to attempt and achieve, and
shrink back into a desponding inactivity. Having no faith
in themselves, they undertake nothing and effect nothing.
If they are convicted of some fault or bad habit, they, have
so little hope of being able to cure it that they scarcely make
an effort. If some avenue of usefulness or honor opens up
before them, they draw back, almost sure that they should
not succeed, and decline to enter. If some duty presses
urgently upon their conscience, they try to quiet its promptings by pleading inability. Thus their lives pass away in
uselessness, their faculties do not develop, of their characters
improve, their abilities are wasted, tLey dwindle into insignificance, and all this, not for lack of power, but for the
want of a confidence and courage that would set that power

1

What

III.

,

Reminiscences, from “Lucia de Lammermoor, ” Liszt;
“ Angels Ever Bright and Fair,” Handel Scena and Aria
“Softly Sighs,” from “Der Freischutz,” Yon Weber
Staccato Etude, Op. 23, No. 3, Rubinstein
“It was a
Dream,” Cowen “ The Merry Postillion,”
Gavotte,

harmony ?

II.

“You

I

;

Eureka Conservatory of Music, Eureka

Oon spirito, Cantabile, Dolce,
Marziale, Pomposo, Stringendo, Calando, Ritenuto, Rallentando, Ritardandq. Diminuendo, Crescendo, Accelerando,
Dolce, Dolente, Glissando, Pesante, Sostenuto, Strepitoso,
Tenuto, Yeloee, Yivace.
?”
9. What is the meaning of the word “ beat

pupils in Leipsic at the present are
strides in this direction are gigantic, yet
the professor sounded a note of warning as well.
younger nations,” said he, “ begin at once with the most
highly-spiced musical food, aud spoil your stomachs. You
will never learn thoroughly to appreciate Mozart.”

are

;

;

Presto, Prestissimo, Maestoso,

The

The Want of Self-Confidence. — There

;

“Peacefully Slumber,” RanMilitaire, Schubert- Tausig
degger Twelve Etudes Symphoniques, Op. 13, Schumann
Venezia e Napoli (Tarantella e Canzone Napolitana), Liszt.

:

10.

(assisted

;

Largo,
Give the meaning of the following words
Grave, Adagio, Andante, Andantino, Larghetto,
Allegro, Allegretto, Moderato, Allegro con brio, Yivace,
8.

earnest and gifted

s

is

Maas

;

Lento,

The bead of the Leipsic Conservatory, Herr Carl Reinecke,
had already told me how much the American nature had
begun to assert itself in this field of art. Some of the most
Americans.

What

7.

— Dr. Louis

by Mrs. A. Thomas , Soprano).
Fantasie, Op. 17 (dedicated to Liszt), Schumann
Grand.
Polonaise, A flat Major, Op. 53, Chopin
Conceit Arm,Mozart; Variations, E flat Major,' Op. 83, MendeHsohn
Margaret at the Spinning Wheel, Schubert-Liszt Marche

G

A

1

Pittsburg, Pa., Female College.

placing accidentals ? Give them.
“ Elijah,”
3. Who wrote “ The Creation,” “ The Messiah,”
“Don Giovanni,” “Babylon,” “ Der Freischutz,” “Erl
King,” “Esther,” “Faust” (three compositions), “Fra
Diavolo,” “William Tell,” “II Trovatore,” “La Traviata,”
“ I Puritani,” “La Sonambula,” “Last Judgment,” “'Les
Huguenots,” “Songs without Words,” “Mount of Olives,’"
“Nonna,” “ Oberon,” “ Rigoletto,” “Samson,” “Saul,
“St Paul,” “The Tempest,” “ Theodora,” “Woman of Samaria,” “Zampa,” “ Tancredi;” Tannhauser ”?
Minor in as many different forms
4. Write the scale of
as you are able.
5. Write the scale of B Major without signature, but
place the essential sharp before each note requiring it.
6. Write the scale of B, major and relative minor, and
mark the semitones in each.

,

•

CONCERT PROGRAMMES.

w

is
I. State in how many ways the curved line
used, and explain its meaning in each case.
2- How many different sounds may one note have by

Teachers are human ; quite so, at times. Pupils who
desire to get all the benefit from a teacher should resort. to
policy at times.
The teacher must be studied by the pupil,
his characteristics, his temperament, his weakness, should be
studied by the pupil. The pupil that approaches the teacher
very timidly, and says, “ I have a poor lesson to-day, I have
not studied any,” will take the wind out of the teacher’s
sails at the very start, and an unprofitable lesson is generally the result.
A maiden lady, of the strong-minded order, engaged a
term of lessons from Mr.
of Boston. He has the habit
of walking during the lesson, sometimes perambulating into
the adjoining room. At the very first lesson the lady obliged
Mr.
to sit right down by her side.
He said he heard
every note as well as if he were by the instrument; his
protests were of no avail, so he took his seat, as-commanded.
What an unwise proceeding! actions of that kind will chill
,ativ interest a teacher might put forth.
There are many
ways in which a teacher’s interest can he enlisted, and just
as many by which it can be destroyed.
The duties of pupil
to teacher are bound to be studied and enforced, if good
results are expected.
An invitation to tea is not exactly a
duty, but it will increase the interest at the next lesson hour.
The pupils will be flooded with information, if only a daisy
is laid on the professor’s table.
slight remembrance at
holidays will gladden his heart the year round. Avoiding
his peculiarities, yielding to his caprices, overlooking his
shortcomings, and admiring his vanities, if done wisely and in
good taste, play no little part in the pupil’s advancement.
Hence, while the teacher is employing every means to get
the best work out of you, do you likewise with the teacher.

|

S#'

with Miss Smithson, and with Shakspeare, whose “Ophelia”
she introduced to the Paris public.
He says that the
dramatic genius of her performance can only be compared
to the revolution which Shakspeare’s works produced in him.
“ The lightning which, with a sublime enlightenment,
opened for me the heaven of art, illuminated at the same
time the most distant depths. In Shakspeare I recognized
the real grandeur, the true beauty, the real dramatic truth.”

:

If

-;

I y

!

Porpora, perhaps the greatest of the old Italian masters,
and w®fl known as the teacher of Haydn, Domenico Corn,
and; others, the most eminent of the Italian school, asked,
one of his pupils, for whom he had conceived a great friendship, if he woo’d have courage to pursue whatever course

-

“

7

!

ETTTD

and singing from memory a whole scene he had heard at the
opera.
Of course the weaver and the blacksmith were
beaten, and he received the official nomination to the post,
which brought him j02 a month
On this splendid appointment he associated himself with another student who had
about as much. They spent about 25 shillings a month each,
and with two pupils sent by Providence to increase his
“economies,” he began a life of luxury by buying a piano,
a real piano, for £4. I give all these details in the hope
that they may^ encourage a gifted but not wealthy young
man to continue the struggle of life if he feels a real vocation, and not to be daunted by unavoidable difficulties. The
great event of Beri ioz’s private life was his becoming acquainted

Pupil*’ Pepavtmri
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THE MONTH.

going to Prague to direct his

‘

‘

Ifenrj- VII.

Rubinstein’s dread of seasickness keeps him from
ing America.

Baermaun

Prof.

is

’

’

.

revisit-

preparing for his concerts of next Au-

tumn.
,

Mr. Carlyle Petersilea has been staying at
guest of Franz Liszt.
Dr. Hans
Catholic.

Yon

Weimar

as the

Roman

Bfilow has resolved to become a

Madame Schumann

T

THE ETUDE.
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sixty-live years of age and has
before the public as a pianist for fifty -six years.
is

been

ave you the work just published in England,
“How to Play the Piano-Forte”? It is written by a number of the best English writers, among them Arabella Goddard, Lady Benedict, Lindsay Sloper, etc. The little volume
contains much of value to teacher and pupil, especially those
chapters relating to “Piano-Forte Playing for Beginners,”
“The Art of Practicing,” and “ Method of Study,” this last
chapter being written by a professor in the Royal Academy
of Music and is the finest chapter in the book.
If you have
not the work, by all means procure if, at once.
Another work, though not very new, but little known, is
Dr. Marx’s “Music of the Nineteenth Century.” The work
is written principally for teacher and pupil.
The excerpt in
the Teachers* Column of Marx, is taken from that work. The
book teems with such thoughts.

the stated that Joseffy, the pianist, will

make

ined.
book's

a

transcontinental tour next season, with an orchestra, beginning at San Francisco.

—

The Mendelssohn Quintet Club, of Boston, is to be among
the active local organizations of the coming season, with
Fritz Giese as the solo ’cellist, and a new leading violinist in

—

—The

•3t

—

Ans. Submit your scale playing to some competent
judge.
There are quite a number of teachers in your city
(Chicago) who will, in a few moments, tell you whether the
formation of your hand is peculiarly favorable to scale playing or if you are self-deceived.

latest

1

“Ludwig van Beethoven.

:

—

credited with being a somewhat inhospitable man
to all except his chosen friends.
His favorite residence is
his country seat at Busseto, near Parma, Italy.
It is a conrable distance from any railroad station, and situated in
midst of a wild and desolate landscape. A lofty wall
ounds the grounds, which are of great extent. The
se is further guarded by two enormous dogs of the fais Pyreimean breed, which are Yerdi’s great pets and
stant companions. The porter has orders to admit no
tors except those who come by special invitation from
master of the house, so that often a distinguished perwill m»ke his way out to this guarded castle only to
met by the information that its master is away from
e.
Verdi, meanwhile, is promenading with his dogs in
e distant portion of the grounds, delighting in his imnity from intrusion.
The house itself is of immense
are of proportionate extent, with very
, and the rooms

Verdi

*

1

§w

my bequest,

mentary

mant, and \Yidor.

Carl

my

sole heir.

The

capital

2.

however, to devolve on his natural or testa-

give

it

almost entire

lish?

—

me

or declare

what injustice ye do me
Ye
know not the secret causes of that which to you wears
such an appearance.
My heart and my mind were
from childhood prone to the tender feelings of affection.
Nay, I was always disposed even to perform great
But only consider that, for the last six years, I
actions.
have been attacked by an incurable complaint, aggravated
by the unskilful treatment of medical men, disappointed
from year to year in the hope of relief, and at last obliged
to submit to the endurance of an evil the cure of which may
last perhaps for years, if it is practicable at all,
Born witn
a lively, ardent disposition, susceptible to the diversions of
society, I was forced at an early age to renounce them, and
If I strove at any time to set
pass my life in seclusion.
myself above all this, oh how cruelly was I driven back by
the doubly painful experience of my defective hearing and
yet it was not possible for me to say to people,. ‘Speak
louder bawl for I am deaf !” Ah how could I proclaim
the defect of a sense that I once possessed in the highest
perfection—-in a perfection in' which few of my colleagues
possess or ever did possess it? Indeed, I cannot I Forgive
me, then, if ye see me draw back when I would gladly
mingle among yon,
Doubly mortifying is my misfortune
nust 1
to
iiset
o c
From recr. bion in the society of
fellowtures, fro
the pleasures of conversation, from the effusions of friendship,
n<
oi
rid, I i
not

I
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aestions pertaining to the study of the Pianoforte will receive attem
'and answers appear, usually, in the following month, if received
e the fifteenth of the current month. The writer’s name must
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for
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letter to insure

an answer.]
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you recommend any book on piano playteacher and pupil, containing the best literature

kind in the English language.
of the kind that have

I have all

my
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a very great

:

to be hostile, ob-

stinate, or misanthropic,

anyone studying with them to have
or do they speak Eng-

German and French

convenience to be able to underAns. It is
H. F. Hatch, corresstand and speak these languages.
pondent of the Indicator, in its last issue relates his expeHe says “I wish to say, first of all,rience in Leipzic.
how important it is to have a knowledge of German before
leaving home. So many make the mistake of neglecting to
study before coming to Germany, thinking that they can
learn the language so much more rapidly here, and it will
not pay to spend much time at it previously. Iu a measure
It is quite natural that one should learn a
this is true.
language sooner in the country where it is altogether
spoken, but if one also knew the many unpleasant experiences they are liable to meet with in a foreign country
where they cannot speak one word of the language they
would most heartily wish they had studied it before 1<
America.”
3. About what are their prices for tuition and tl
of good board in these two cities ?
Ans.
he highest price for tuition I ever hea

:

“Oh, ye who consider

Is it requisite for

a knowledge of

Ludwig yon Beethoven.

heirs.

The first one was written twenty-five, years before and
more information regarding Beethoven’s inner life can be
gained from it than by many biographies.
One can
scarcely read it without becoming deeply affected.
We

is

ceilings.

y

of

—

In theory, Leipzic comes again to prominence, S. JadasIn Paris, B. Godard, who
sohn, Bernsdorf, and Dr. Rust.
Wider also has a
is said to be a genius at composition.
reputation as a teacher of theory.

:

“I appoint my nephew

thoroughly unmusical. Thanks to my good
mastered all the letters of the Greek alphabet in
half an hour, but as for those little black heads, with stripes
and symbols before and behind them, I never could tell one
from another. ”

8th. 1802."

Ques. 1. Who are the best teachers of piano, organ, and
theory in Leipsic and Paris? H.
Ans. In Leipzic, Carl Reinecke. Dr. Paul, Dr. I’apperitz are considered among the leading piano teachers.
In
Paris, St. Saens, Th. Ritter. Louis Drainer, Ludovico Breitner, Benjamin Godard, and De Beriot Malabran.
The organ instruction in Leipzic is a farce, but in J’arh
there are several first-class teachers. St. Saens again. Guil-

.

:

am

I

(L. 8.)

P.

—
—

ill

stops.

r

memory,

-

vv

“ Heiligknstadt, October

op. 61, Etude in F sharp minor; Clementi, “ Gradus,”
Adolphe Henselt, the composer of so mahy charming and Nos. 23, 24, 35.
well-known pianoforte compositions, is himself said to be
Ques. Will -you inform me through The Etude
one of the best living interpreters of Weber’s pianoforte
music. He resides in St. Petersburgh, and has contributed whether Beethoven ever made a will ? S. A.
one thousand marks towards the proposed monument to be
Ans.—Yes, two of them. The one is noted for its brevity,
erected to Carl Maria von Weber at Eutin, Oldenburgh, in the other for its fullness.
As the time for receiving ques1886.
tions has not begun we will give them both.
The final one
The
Of piano studies Prince Bismarck saj s “I profited no- was given only a few days before his expiration.
as
follows
codicil
read
thing.
I never could take any interest in it.
I, like all my

children,

vv

“M.

is

—

vr

content, for lie will release me from a state of endless sufferCome when thou wilt, I shall meet thee with firmness.
Farewell, and do not quite forget me after I am dead : I
have deserved that you should think of me, for in my lifetime I have often thought of yon to make you happy. May
you ever be so

is

—

Ans-.

.

“ I go to meet death with joy. If he comes before I have
had occasion to develop all my professional abilities, he will
come too soon for me, in spite of my hard fate, and I should
But even then. I am
wish that he had delayed his arrival.
ing.

live and what
—
his
—He lives in Berlin and fifty-four years of age.
you name a few studies especially adapted
Ques. —
to develop the thumb?— M. E.R.
Ans. — Duvernoy, op. 120, Nos. 10 and 13 Ch. Meyer,

Ques. Where does Gustave Lange
age? D. L.

largest organ in the world has just been completed by
Walck, of Ludwigsburg, and placed in the cathedral church
The colossal instrument measures thirty-six feet
of Riga.
in width, thirty-two feet from back to iront, and sixty-five
high. It contains no less than 6*26 pipes, distributed among

The
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and men.

stantly at the unsatisfactory manner of their own scale
playing.
Can it be that I do not understand myself, and if
so, what had 1 better do ?
E. G.

—

!

:

would ask a question of you and will look
Ques.
an answer through The Etude.
It is this: I find
no trouble whatever in playing the scales in what seems to
to be the correct maimer, while others complain con-

composition from the pen of that gifted musician and com]K>ser, Dr. Louis Mass, of Boston, is a piano and violin sonata, which will be produced at one of Dr. Mass’s recitals
Dr. Maas will play the piano part and Mr. Timthis fall.
othy Adamowski the violin part.

’

;

!

me

Oliver Ditson has sent his check for $1000 to the family
of William Chase, of Cambridge, who has been many years
in the Ditson’s employ, and was recently killed, during the
discharge of his duty, by the freight elevator, which from
some unknown accident crushed his head.

;

—

!

Street,

for

plac^of Herr Franks.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

m

Ans. Alfred Dolge, No. 122 East Thirteenth
New York.

-

'.

ill the editor of The Etude give me the adQues.
dress of a firm that, deals in tuners’ supplies?
C.

Miss Emma Abbott has offered Gounod, the composer.
$40,000 for the music to a new opera, the book for which
Gounod has the matter under con-

will be furnished him.
sideration.

Dr. Louis Maas's Latkst Composition.

!

—

In fact, 128th note is not found in any of our own
on notation, though it is found
Mozart’s C Minor
Fantasia and Beethoven’s Sonata, Op. 13.
The English
name, for it would be, according to their ridiculous system of
naming notes, a demi-semi demi-semi quaver.

Frankfort, the city of his musical labors, during the current

is

!

;

.

1

The Abbe Franz Liszt has finished the fourth volume of
Quks. —What is the English name for a 128tli note ?
The whole series will be published at Christ- M. S
Ans.-— Thera is no name given to the valuation of a
Joachim Half will have a statue to his memory erected in note of this Wind in England, in any books we have exam-

his memoirs.
mas time.

It

painful anxiety comes over me, since I am apprehensive of
being exposed to the danger of betraying my situation.
Such has been my state, too, during this half year that I
have spent in the country.
Enjoined by ray intelligent physician to spare my hearing as much as possible, I have
been almost encouraged by him in my present natural disposition, though, hurried away by my fondness for society,
I
sometimes suffered myself to be enticed into it. But what
a humiliation when anyone standing beside me could hear
at a distance a flute that 1 could not hear, or anyone heard
the shepherd singing, and I could not distinguish a sound
Such circumstances brought me to the brink of despair, and
had well-nigh made me put an end to my life nothing but
my art belli my hand
Ah it seemed to me impossible to
quit the world before I had produced all that
felt myself
called to accomplish
And so I endured this wretched life
so. truly wretched, that a somewhat speedy change is
capable- of transporting me from the best into the worst condition.
Patience so I am told I must choose for my
guide.
Steadfast, I hope, will be my resolution to persevere, till it shall please the inexorable Fates to cut the
thread.
“ Perhaps there may be an amendment perhaps not
I
am prepared for the worst I, who so early as my'twentyeighth year was forced to become a philosopher it is not
easy for the artist, more difficult than for any other.
O,
God thou lookest down upon my misery thou knowest
that it is accompanied with love of my fellow-creatures, and
O, men when ye shall read this,
a disposition to do good
think that ye have wronged me and let the child of affliction take comfort on finding one like himself, who, in spite
of all the impediments of nature, yet did all that lay in his,
power to obtain admission into the rank of worthy artists

i

Leipsic was 10 marks ($2.50).
In Paris, thr
charge 20 francs ($4). Good board (pension)
Leipzic for 90 marks per month, whit
table
d'hot
In Paris, corresponding
Expense for board abr
$6 a week.
with college students in this count*
many ways to economize abroad and

Is

tions to squander money. The tuiti y
tory is $75 a year. In the Grand (Pi
cannot enter after the age of eightee
nation is very severe ; the tuition is
4. la
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it-

better to take private leseo
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like these have

no living purpose
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they grovel
along and do poor work.
A living teacher alone is worth
having a dead or dying one is poor material to have about.
It is worth than useless.
The progressive teacher diligently seeks those avenues
that lead to self-improvement.
If we must grow, let us
find out' what is best conducive to growth. - Mental development is brought about by 'our coming into contact with
other men’s minds, either through reading or by receiving
instruction.
Let teachers therefore read, let them read
musical journals, as well as books on art.
Let them keep
posted as to the new works on music that appear from time
to time.
Let parents engage only reading teachers, for
they alone are the progressive ones.
The instruction of a
fossil is too dear at the lowest rates.
Study yourself, study
your pupils, study the best methods, study your art, study
Do this and your own interests
the works of the masters
Musical World.
are safe
etc.

@ea tlftt*’ department.
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rue artist

,

Experiences, Suggestions, Trials, Etc.

[Short communications of a didactical nature will be received
Only the initials of the writers are printed,

from Teachers.

without postoffice address .]
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Have a clear idea what you aim at, what you propose to
do with your pupil. Have before your mind’s eye an ideal
one. Aim every day to bring your real pupil nearer to your
ideal pupil.
In order to do this effectually, teach the pupil
how

how

to study,

.

I

—

—

I

Two teachers may possess equal musical qualifications,
yet while one has thrown his entire energies into a single
channel, the other has also studied the great principles of
human progress and human development the one may, indeed, impart musical instruction, but adds nothing to the
strength of mind, no elevation to the character while the
other, if true to his own capability, will not only develop
the mind in a much higher degree to the musical talent, but
strengthen the perception, elevate the tone of moral feeling,
and illustrate the true dignity of the science of music or its
relation to intellectual and emotional life.
;

'

:

„
>;*•

1

a

In the old days of counterpoint, when Bach, Handel, and
others of that ilk flourished, a melody was held to be common property, and no trace of plagiarism attached to the
composer who seized upon any floating tune and gave it a
dignified musical setting. We find Baeli taking the popular
tunes of his day, and preserving them, like a fly in amber,
by enveloping them with rich counterpoint. We find Handel boldly appropriating the melodies of even his rivals, and
not only this, but using the melodies of his early operas a
second time as themes for more dignified oratorio work. The
cause of this was that in those days the “tune’’ of a melody
was of less importance to the composer than its adaptability
to

contrapuntal treatment

There

— Musical Herald.

a good deal of vague talk concerning musical invention, much of which resolves itself into a matter of individual opinion.
For ourselves, we believe in what Theophile Gautier has said, that “a curious thing, and one
which day by day is getting to be more certainly proved, is
this That the men of the very highest genius have seldom
invented anything at all but the nuclei of their compositions have come to them from authors often of the second
rank, ot men obscure, sometimes even contemptible.” What
is termed original is oftener crude and repulsive than otherwise, and is generally presented in a manner that betrays
most indifferent workmanship. Style and manner are the
signs of genius, for many composers may light upon a good
idea, but the art is in the presentation, so that others may see
its beauty and all the poetry that may be hidden in it.
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be a true man.

possible without great

is

Play with o riginal feelling of the soul and do not,
imitate like a trained parrot,
m. Bach.

—

Were

it

not for

days, the beaiitiful

mus io we might
is ties id.

is

,

say in these
eaconsfielh.
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teach patiently, is not the lazy 1 letting things take
their course,” or “taking them as they come,” that springs
Goethe gives a
in many from often disappointed hopes.
striking picture of them when he complains “ In youth,
they fancy they are going to build palaces for mankind
and when it comes to the point, they have all hands full to
This kind of patience is extincclear away their refuse.”
tion of all qualification, and actually the utmost impatience,
founded upon self-delusion and false premises of easy success or greater aptitude in the pupil than really exists.
This is disloyalty, and pushing one’s own faults and delusions upon another. This latter not infrequently happens
To cultivate the musical sense, hear the best music. In even to good teachers. The more clever and intelligent the
East port or -Oshkosh fair teaching may be had, but great teacher, sometimes the more irritable it exasperates him to
music cannot be heard. Better spend some money in hear- see pupils slowly receiving what he perceives immediately.
ing than all for instruction. Better go to Leipsic, where But why, in this case, we must ask, does he teach ?
Why
you will be in a musical atmosphere, than to take lessons of does he undertake the instruction of these pupils, and atLiszt in a town barren of music culture.
Music is untrans- tribute to them powers they do not possess? And, finding
latable.
Each mind must understand for itself. Some boast his error, why does he retain them ?
of ignorance, as a certain church committee had no serious
The true virtue of patience has quite another and a nobler
objection to music because women liked it.
“Thus,” says the
pastor once sense; it is not suffering, but active.
proclaimed’ to his choir that he knew only two tunes, one faithful and spirited teacher, “ thus is man ; thus youth,
Old Huaured,” and the other- not. Mr. Lang responded, and thus my particular pupil. From the moment I charge
that any man should be ashamed of such ignorance, and myself with thy progress, I am bound to 'promote it, and
lived to hear the parson acknowledge vast indebtedness to responsible for all that isjiossible for thee to attain. Be,
the choir. There is a story that Julien, who was the Theo- then, thou toy pupil, what thou art, and become all that
dore Thoriias of his day, was incensed because’ a critic found thou mayest be !”
fault with a fugue of his.
So Julien climbed to his sancLet me be permitted here to state a principle that I have
funnand inquired if the critic could write a fugue or play myself borne in mind it has promoted most of. the advanNo! “Then,” said the irate 'director, “what the fcagt that have be* > ssc il d o my me hod of aching i
one.
this
devil do you know about fugues?” There is ho truth in the say to myself: “The pupil has erred it is my fault
story, but it illustrates a common feeling among musicians
And truly, is it not so? If the
fault I must redeem !”
butrthe feeling is erroneous. People who are not musicians pupil is inattentive, uninterested, and indolent—that is to
are sdmetimes fihe judges, and the slightest opinion of some say, when, for a time or generally, Tie is wanting in sympaworth heeding. Lang.
ciitics
thy wi^h thfrgause, or in persevering will—is it his fault ?
It is fbr toe tp rouse the sympathy, strengthen the will, or
If he does not comprehend-rthat is to say,
EvCry .teacher ought to be imbued with the desire to else to retreat.
excel,
This will guide him into those avenues that lead to if he is deficient in intelligence, or, maybe, my exposition
simple
ivement. The
desire to improve one’s self pf the subject, though correct, is not adapted to his special
hy sign ; it is a good motive and, as such, ia in- .pomprenenMot -is it his [fault?
Can he help it? I
dle who desires self-improvement has an aim in must.help Sum ; I' most always find new means of illusWhat trating that which he.ffuls to peft^ive ; or I must relinquish
to have a purpose in Hie is a great gain.
If he is^deficieht in any pajticdlar faculty., such as
teacher is he who lives on his capital year in and: him.
,ft is I whp must awakes
— ithouj. adding anything- tp it? What sort of a ear, time, facility of the <
e who has ho desire to know whatou being done them, or renounce my task and renounce It with the oon-

A dagio

is

much more

diffi-

an Allegro.— Hummel.

A beautiful musical interpretation actually requires that vvhich you play should always bo
half and half play.— ei u£ Hiller.
’

,

“

A man who gives his whole life to music, who be-

comes

absorb*: >d by it, an* 1 who really knows nothing
nece ssarily be
very small specimen of a

else, will

:t

;

man.”

— Never

;

give a decision on any point in theory, if

you are

in

looking

it

in reality

do ubt
up.

as to

Do

you do

it

s

correctness, without first
know that which

not assume to

not.
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Oh, how vain, how weak,
Music
Language fades before thy spell

*

!

!

!

Why

!

should feeling ever speak
thou canst breathe her soul so well.

1

When

Moore.

-

I

A

performer must be inspired to inspire others,

and therefore must necessarily

feel .the effects

and

place himself in the emotions which he desires to

produce
Each.

and impress

upon an audience.—

m-
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To
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cult to perfori a well thai i
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It is

practice
effect

the musical progress of the pupil. And yet it is a melancholy fact that precisely this branch of musical instruction
is most neglected in our female colleges.
The teachers
themselves are most to blame for this state of things. Frequently, too, the difficulty is with the pupils, and to an even
greater degree with the principals of the schools, who, not
possessing the slightest tincture of musical culture (with
the exception of here and there one) interfere seriously with
the work of the music-teacher.
They think that pupils
should learn a few pieces, so as to make a show with them
during vacation, and in this way attract new pupils to the
school, which is the chief object in view.
Let us return to
the main question. Wherein consists the great utility of
this four-hand playing? In the first place, the pupil thus
acquires the absolutely necessary faculty of prima-vista
reading. The practice of playing sometimes secondo, sometimes primo givas the pupil an accurate knowledge of the
notation and the power of a true perception. In the second
place, precision in keeping tim is thus acquired.
Although
two are playing, the general, effect is nevertheless a unity.
There is a mutual leading ana following, the same as “ two
souls with but a single thought, two hearts that beat as
one.” Thirdly, the papil is thus made acquainted with the
best musical works, which otherwise, either from want of
technic or of understanding, he could not by himself master.
This last reason is sufficient of itself to justify one in devoting one hour daily to four-hand practice. The opportunity is thns afforded of admiring Bach in his wonderful
depth, Haydn in his child-like simplicity, Mozart in his
charming and sublime melodies, Beethoven in his immeasurable riches, and all who have come since them in their
The Musical Record.
varied excellence
‘

:

-

first

(live

—

I

~~u No great musician
passions.”

!

him a proper appreciaInfuse life into your work and revive the
Importance of Four-Hand Praying. The
drooping powers of your pupil with the energy of your own
of four-hand playing exercises the finest possible
will and the sunlight of your own encouragement.
kkz.
to practice,
tion of his task.

you must

science only will one genius fit ;
ast is art, so narrow human wit.

be of great aid and inconceivable benefit in
the whole manner of playing for those who at the
same time have the opportunity to study the art
of singing and can often hear fine singers.— m
It will

BAGH.

.
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Study only the best, for life is too short to study
everything, and too valuable to be wasted, upon)
mediocre productions.
Do not waste your time
upon poor music, poor books, and ignorant, con-

:

;

ceited people.

With “ andante” we signify a moderately slow
rate of movement, Mozart and his contemporaries,
a moderately quick tempo, which is “ piu andante,” and must, therefore, be taken faster .thahif
our “ andante.”- Jul. Rxetz.

;

-

The meaning of a melody can not only be
changed, but even entirely destroyed by alse
accentuation and movement, so that no one
would he able to guess the meaning intended by
the compqser. C. M. Von Weber.
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you.—Beethoven’s Letter to Cherui
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and a true artist feels
works of genius and

that is what enchants me when I hear a new
position of yours in fact, I take greater interest
it than in
own in short, I love and

;

8

11
sS

True art is imperishable
heartfelt pleasure in grand

;

Mozart began his career at the age o
and Carafa at 14 Zingarelli and Gal
;

I

K

Generali, Pacini, and Petrella at 17 ;
Boieldieu, Handel, Mehul, Cherubini,
Donizetti at 20; Scarlotti, Paer, Mey
Ponchielli at 21 ; Paisiello, Spontini it;
Cimarosa, and Wagner at 23 ; Pe^d
Gretry, Herold, Mercadante, and I

Pkcini,
at 27

;

Adam, Thomas, and Verdi
Gluck and Halevy at28;
at 83; Ltdli at 3*>;j David

Gounod
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THE MAIN PRINCIPLE OF

FIN-

ZED

ETUDE.
The above words belong to a very musical song sent Us,
with nin6 others, by the well-known music publishers, O.
Ditson & Go. of Boston.
%

at the study in the August nuin141.
I would finger the first a in
the bass with the third to maintain a more-outward position
of the left hand. In measure 3 I would place the fourth

Look for instance
ter of The Etude, page
right.

GERING.

I

E.

yon Adeluno.

of the pieces sent are
Morning Song. (30cts.) Words by Shakespeare, music

Before I pass to the 3d rule I must recapitulate a little.
To what do these two rules, presented in the July number
of The Etude point? They point to the importance of
regulating the fingering by the highest, and lowest point
If that
or points of the phrase or passage to be fingered.
phrase or passage is not within easy reach of the linger
(by covering the respective keys from the lowest to the
highest point), then its main direction has to be ascertained.
if deIf ascending, the lowest points must be attended to
scending, the highest.
Hoping to have made myself sufficiently explicit to my readers, I shall give now a third rule,
a rule arising from the difficulty of passing the long fingers
If the player wen'
over the thumb resting on a black key.
sufficiently drilled in the skill of such passing no third rule
would be needed there are indeed cases where such passing
is preferable to a change in fingering.
But these' are rare,
and such passing is always an awkward and inconvenient
matter as it forces the hand into aside motion (of the wrist),
which by a little circumspection can be avoided.
Therefore, in passages consisting partly of white partly of
black keys the 3d rule steps in, Ascending with the left hand
or descending with the right hand, place the thumb in preference of any other finger an that while key which immediately
precedes the black.
This 3d rule underlies the fingering of all scales. To show
the application of that rule we turn to No. 4 of Cramer’s

j

j

first

;

Measure

6,

high finger on

j

i

;

:

the 8th (g), and the 14th (d).
apply the fid rule to the same measures after
restoring the proper signature of three sharps.
Measure 1.
a

is

(c).

let us

preceding the black key.

<J

sharp

:

it

receives therefore

The gi has

first

c sharp).

.

;

It.

Far Away.

by A.

Transcrip-

(30 cts.)

(30 cts.

by E.

)

Christie.

piano piece, by F. Belif.
cts.)
For violin and

(40

Piano

Dance.

Thoma

GRADED

POPULAR

LIST Q]
MUSIC.

IH

TEN GRADES.
;

Third Meditation, by Jaell Nocturne, op. 24, by Th.
Dohler Freischutz, by S. Smith
Polka Caprice, Mills
Bubbling Spring, by Rive King La Fontaine, by Lysberg
Midsummer Night’s Dream, by S. Smith Ernani and
Lucrezia Borgia, by Loeschhorn Serenata, by Woszkowski
Roses de Boheme, by Kawalskij
Wanderbilder, op. 17,
;

SONOS.

;

;

’

;

;

Hv

;

;

;

-

;

.;

Jensen.

Seventh Grade.

Les Belles de New York, by G. Satter Fairy Fingers, by
Rustic Dance, by Mason Spinnlied, by Litolff La
;

Mills

;

;

;

Fees, by Jaell
Primtemps d’Amour, by GottLa Cascade, by
Caressante, by Blumenthal
Pauer Vive la Republique, by Kunkel | Sakontala, by
Bendel Nearer
God to Thee, Rive King ; At the
Waterfall,- op. 25, K oiling Saltarello, op. 77, Heller. -

Dance des

schalk

;

La

;

;

;

my

;

;

’

Eighth Grade.
Recollections of Home, Mills First Tarantella, by Mills |
Witches’ Dance, by Paganini-W.aH ace Pilgrim Birds, by
G. Satter; Harpe eolienne, by Krueger Ernani, by Prudent La Truite, by Heller Carnival of Venice, by Sehullioff
Freudvoll and Leidroll for left hand alone, by Willmers Polonaise, op. 12, Scharwenka Galop Militaire, op.
;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

Mayer Scherzo,

117,

:

:

:

;

:

D

:

;

;

;

;

4— I

’ ’

•

Moszkowsky.

1,

Alpine Horn, Doehler
Le Reveil dn Lion. Kontski
SilveT Springs, .Mason: H ugenots, Thalberg
Polka de la
Reine, Roll'
Ballet music from Fermamour, Rubinstein
Valse Impromptu,
flat, Roll'; Valse Caprice, Rubenstein
Bendel, op. 124 (six opera Fantasias)
Waltz Caprice, op.
Diavolina Galop, op. (50, Bendel
Russian Ro11, Biirgel
mance, op. 33, Henselt.

;

‘

op.

yinih Grade.

;

note

to

by

piece,

PUBLICATIONS.

have the 4th on account of the d
preceding a black key. Measure 2, here are four groups of
sixteenths in the 1st, thumb on b because the lowest
in
the 2, ct ought to have the thumb, and can have it but for
We have received from the editor of the Klavierleherr,
convenience we make an exchange and finger ei d 2, 1, instead of 1, 2.
Perhaps it may be just as well to accompany Emil Breslaur, Berlin, Germany, four books, in the form of
the 3d rule with the remark that if inconvenient we may school copying books, for the exercise of writing notes.
This is the first time a system of note writing was ever
avoid placing the thumb on a black key by exchanging
Just as script differs from the
fingers (as in this ease), hut should always, if possible, place presented to the public.
some other finger than the fifth on black keys, as otherwise printed Latin letter so the hand-made notes differ from the
ones.
And on this principle the author has given
printed
the position of the hand is turned from outward to inward.
The position of the hand is
us a system of writing notes.
If, however, the passages contain so many black keys that it
of the lines are indicated bv
by obdictated, correct angles ol
is worth while to raise the whole hand over them, such exparts
changes would of coui-se be superfluous. Let ns continue. lique lines drawn over the whole page. The different parte
every
note
are
exercised
separately
before the pupil is
of
Measure 4, exchange of fingers on the lowest notes alt, b, like
Rests, signs, expression
in measure 2. Measure 5, here we may ask why we find the allowed to write it complete.
marks, signatures, curved lines, the major and minor
thumb marked over the three notes b, d, and a? Our 3d scales, intervals, grace notes, tarns, trills, and lastly, chord
fule says, descending with the right hand,
haw would writing these are clearly set forth in the four copying books.
that ride sound if applied to an ascent ? It would sound, Models are given on one line to be imitated on the line
place the thumb on the next white key following a black, below by the pupil.
There is no tetter way to impress a
Why then did we not mention the ascent of the right hand thing on the mind than by writing it. Writing
Writing of notes
arid the descent of the left hand in our 3d rule ?
Because has more merit in it than most teachers are aware. From
rules should lie made only where they are needed. Although the first lesson a pupil should do some kind of writing, and
we agree that fingering of these three notes is the very best, it is with pleasure we see our esteemed contemporary
Others to follow.
These books are
yet that scale from b to b could as well be fingered with the striking out a path for bthers
tegular fingering 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 4, without necessitating any published in German, yet there is very little verbal explanachange ins the fingering of the next "measure. Measure 6, tions connected with them, hence the system can be used very
easily by those unacquainted with the German language.
e high finger (2d rule).
Measure 7, thumb on first note ol
(

Transcription,

(30 cts.)

Home

Mother’s Old

Fairy Wedding Seliottische.
Serenade.
4-hand
(40 cts.)
March
Marchee des Troubadours,
Troubadours.
piano, by S. Winner.
Polnischer Tanz, or -Poll;
Polish

price, 40 cents.

‘ 1

|

the thumb, which explains the third linger ou the

(30 cts.)
of Glengary.

by A. Loumey.

tion

This little book is intended to be used in connection with
the set of school books in the Tonic Sol-Fa system issued by
It contains within its fifty-five pages
the same publisher.
a complete explanation of the notation. Many of the hints
apply as well to teachers of the note-system, especially the
remarks that come under the head of “ Value of Listening, ”
“Treatment of Children Voices,” “Common Faults,” and
There are also numerous diagrams of handMemory.
signs, a modulator, together with thirty-six rote songs for
The work is entirely original with the
the little ones.
The work is far in
authors, who are practical sol-faists.
advance, as to diction, design, practicability, and typography,
of the flood of books that are poured upon the market by the
professional compilers, who seem to think that the musical
world would stagnate unless they published at. least two
books annually. It is to be presumed that, as the Tonic
Sol-Fa system is in the ascendancy, superior works in that
system will only be issued. Naturally enough authors and
publishers in this notation must, for some time to come,
produce superior books to gain a footliold at least, it is
evident from the series or course, of schorif books issued by
To those who have children in charge, in
the above firm.
Kindergarten, public, or private schools, this set of textbooks will he found very serviceable.

;

b.
Measure 8, high finger on g and
Measure 9. low finger on g and high on e. In
measures 10 and 11 we may either place a high linger on
every second note, or on the 2d, (ith. 10th, and 14th. or only

Now

My

,

e.

on the 2d

Hush!

The Star
Loumey.

are descending.
4, 3, 1, instead

Daniei, Batuhkllor and Thomas Charm bury. F.
H. Gilson, 226 Franklin Street, Boston, Publisher. Limp
cloth

measure, and on the last
the last

we

hand

;

so on d. in the 7th

e

for

MANUAL FOB TEACHER AND ROTE

i

third.

1, 2, 4,

finger the left

quently finger d, g, f with 3, 2, 1 instead of 4, 2, 1
Finally, allow me to say that I trust that those who have
read this article attentively will not jump to the conclusion
that I have the intention to denounce all rules hitherto made
as superfluous, rules as they are so ably laid down in L.
Kohler’s excellent work “Der Klavierfingersat-z ( Breitkopf
& Hiirtel). Such and similar conclusions would miss the
see whether it
mark widely. Try my “main principle
does not underlie all fingerings and whether it is not a good
guide for p>rima vista players, and an assistance to both teacher

NEW

the

;

and

Song by O. BarrL
Lullaby, by O. King.

(35 cts.)

Sixth Grade.

descend high finger on c from c we ascend
b in the first group and c in the second receive low fingers.
Measure 3 same. Measure 4, the first d with a low finger.
Measure 5, low finger on a in the first group and on b in the

we

would

Song

(30 cents.)

P. Banks.

(Continued from last number.)

next phrasing tie extends from c to the end of the 2d meas;

1, 3, 4,

I

Hamlin.

long for a Voice so sweet and low.

and pupil.

,

;

!)

:

Lesson Books.

,

1

let us first suppose that the signature be natural instead
of 3 sharps and finger according to the first two rules, then
finger the same measures as written in the proper key.
Measure 3 according to the phrasing tie we have to finger
highest finger on c

instead of

C. S.

I

by H.

of 5, 3, 1, for the fifth finger on c# turns the left hand inward. In measure 11, where we are (starting with the 3d
group) decidedly on the descent, (until we reach the 3d group
in measure 13), 1 should prefer high fingers', and conse-

j

;

by

|

Studies.

the notes descend

in the

3 instead of

1, 2,

1, 3, 5,

;

ure

prefer

Yet in measure

;

c to c;

on the /

same group of the preceding measure.

,!

from

3d group, analogous with the g in the
In measure 7 I would
2, 3, 4 for both chords as we are ascending, and therefore prefer lower fingers notwithstanding
the thumb on/#, by which the hand is turned more outward
but not inward. In measure 8, I should select 1, 4, 5, and
finger

|

(Continued from August number.)

:

,

The names

-

j

For The Etude, by

;

.

Tenth Grade.

ChroKigoletto, Liszt Rhapsodic, Nos. 2 and 14, Liszt
matic Galop, Liszt Windsbraut, op. 52, Willmers
Tauarrangements of Strauss’ Waltzes Faust, by Mills
:

;

;

;

sig’s

:

:

Variations, op.

;

1,

Henselt;

.

,

;
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a cheap fonn would, be of great benenot only to the profession, but to the public in
general.
It is true, we have a vast number of
books, journals, etc., devoted to the subject of
„„„ to
nf th
nP CIO
f] n not
ot Care
t
snpn(f muen
tne people
spena
US1C yout
time nor money on SUCh works, therefore they areseldom read except by the teacher Or his pupils. _
Now if we had published a series of pamphlets,
containing short articles on the most important
subjects connected with the theory and practice of-:
music, and had them freely circulated, much £00(1
would come from it, and many of the hindrances
I only desire
this
to art might be removed.
article to mention the matter, but shall be glad.
name jf teachers and others will give it their attention)

3d group (a), 3d rule. Measures 8 and 9, same. Measures
“ Hark The Lark at Heaven's Gate sings,
10 and 11, 2d rule (3d rule not needed, as.there is no turnipg over a black key to be avoided)
si™™,™
Staccato passages, especially sucli as have to be executed
On chaliced Flowers that lies. ”
with rapidity, are test fingered like legato passages. As we
Shakespeare' could hardly haws foreseen that his
haye said already, we may in many cases feel induced not
to break but to modify these rules for especial reasons,
either to secure a better position of the hand or for the sake proved fashions, nor could he dream the brilliant lines,
long aero,
ago, would he
sought for hv
by the
eagerly sousrht
be eatrerlv
of espression. dynamic exercises, etc. In that way my fin- written so lone
t either be song makers.
that of others
!
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THE GROWTH OF PIANO
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[16] Domenico Scarlatti torn 1683, died 1757— waa A
a pupil of his father and of Gasporini.
He ws a
pianist and industrious composer.
He wrote mure' than ld()i
sonatas for the piano, some of which are still highly prized.
to
him
in
foreign
countries.”
He
also
wrote
operas.
He
director
some
was
of music of
Prepared for THE ETUDE by A. j. GANTVOORT.
Next after Kuhnau we must mention Matheson, who in St. Peter’s Church, Rome, and died as court piano teacher
( “Handlexicon der Tonlrimst, ” Paul.)
1731, published a “Sonata for Piano, dedicated to him who at Madrid.
plays it bcst.”t
[17] Francesco Durante was the founder of the did,
SECOND PAPKE,
Domenico Scarlatti [16], son of Allesandro Scarlatti, of classical Neapolitan school, was bom in 1784 and studied
The great Handel [8] and John Seb. BaCh [9] shone in Naples, was also very productive in this form of writing, as under A. Scarlatti, Greco, Pasquino, and Pittonp. Ife be>
Germany as pianists besides Froberger [10] and Muffat [1 !] he published not less than thirty-six Sonatas for Piano. The came musical director of the Conservatory ttoofrlO,
spirit, the inner meafaing, of his Sonatas is never lofty or
Naples, in 171.8, and afterwards occupied the same
(a pupil of Fux) and Spitta [12].
grand, but they are all enjoyable, cheerful, and full of life. at the Conservatory Santa Maria dio Loretto, which pmfiom
period consisted largely of PreThe compositions of that period
He
himself speaks of them as “ witty pleasantry of art.” he held till his death, in 1755.
He Is one of the greatest
ludes, Fugues, and, the so-called, Suites.
To form an idea of a Suite one must imagine a number of They are all written for two parts or voices, the second part, church composers of all times and was a -great teacher,
or
Diu'chft'ihrungs-Satz,
is lacking, and great use is made
the following names of his pupils show
Pergolesi, Duni,
dances in ideal form, of which the “ Allemande” was always
of the crossing and passing of the hands over each other. Terradeglas, Vinci, 'Piccini, Sachini, PaMello and the elder
the first, having the others as a following ("Suite).
§9
To the Suite belonged, as a rule, the “ Courante,” the Many of these pieces might even in our day he used as showy Guglielmi.
*
pieces for piano.]:
and the “ Gigue.”
Sarabande,
Gavottes, Menuets,
Durante [17} also wrote several Senates for piano.
Passepieds, Bourreds, etc., were often placed between the
(Concluded in next issue.
"Sarabande” and the "Gigue”

gramme-music, for Froberger described in a Suite for piano
solo the
Adventures during a Trip on the Rhine, and Seb.
Bach wrote a capri ccio about the departure of Ms brother
with a description of several adventures which happened

PLAYING.
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FEW GBSER VATIC

as intermezzos.

The

Allemande,
which was written in f time, and
played in moderate tempo, is, according to Mattlieson, "the
picture of a contented or pleased mind, which -abandons
itself to good order and repose.”
Courante,
being in trite time, is of a livelier
The
character.
It begins, like the " Allemande,” with the upbeat, and, according to Matheson, expresses " Hope.
These
two pieces belong together, like the introduction to the Allegro of the Sonata or Symphony.
‘

’

‘

‘ ‘

’ ’

’

’

'

The "Sarabande” occupies in the Suite the same place
the "Adagio” occupies in the Sonate. Its movement reminds one of that of the Spanish Grandezza. It is in odd time
and favors the accenting prolonging of the second beat.
The closing movement, the “Gigue,” reminds one of the
last movement of the Sonata, and is a sprightly, joyful
figure in 12-8, 6-8, 3-4, or 3-8 time.
Bach nearly always wrote the "Gigue” in. the form of a
Fugue, with an inversion of the subject in the second part.
Spitta [12] speaks of the importance of the Suite form as
follows: "If we compare the Suite form and the Sonata
form in regard to their general value, weraremot justified in
addicting greater value to the last mentioned, but should
place them side by side as being equally complete forms.
In the Sonata the inward connection is closer because by
means of one movement in a foreign key an element of contradiction is introduced, upon whose construction and arrangement the whole existence- of the composition depends.
The Suite has nothing contradictory in it to overcome it
exposes upon the foundation of one and the same key a harmonious, ingeniously-divided variety.
Its features are
repose, ethos (purity).
The growing preference for the Sonata, beginning at the
time of Bacli, indicates the even stronger and more prominent disposition in German instrumental music, towards innate passionate expression, the decided inclination towards
the poetic, while in the Suite a more naive and purely
The component parts of a
musical tuition is displayed.
Sonata are consequently invented by artists, those of the
The
Suite are bom out of the individuality oi nations.
Suite, when compared with the Sonata, is the simpler of
the two, in spite of the number of its movements.
It is but as one precious stone, which has been cut so as to
have many facets, the Sonata is a ring consisting of several
Neither could the movements of the Suite
precious stones.
ever attain such a breadth, such an extension as those of the
Sonata. Such a development as that which took place from
The
Symphony was impossible with the
the Sonata into

im

'

i

P
I

f'

MM
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;
;

'

Suite.
If the Suite did not consist entirely of dances it was sometimes called “Partita,” and, to distinguish it from the
Church Sonata (KirehemSonata), it was often called “Sonata
di Balleti.”

After Henry Biber [13] had (in 1681) published some
Sonatas for violin, and Corelli [14] (in 1683) had issued
some Sonatas for violin, bass, and piano, Johan Kuhnau
[15], Bach’s predecessor, began to transfer this form of
writing to the piano* as a solo instrument. He published in
1696 some Sonatas entitled, * Fresh Fruits of the Piano or,
seven Sonatas of good invention and in good Style,
style, to be performed on the piano.” These Sonatas are full of “energy,
They consist, some of
boldness, and refreshing beauty.”
.five and others of four movements, of a quiet or sometimes
a very lively character. They are all written in the polyphonic style. He also indulged even in the so-called programme-music, for in 1700 he published six Sonatas with
“The Conflict between David and
the following titles
“Saul, when David had Pacified him with his
Goliath,
Music,” “Jacob’s Marriage,” “Hesekiah, when Sick unto
Death, made Strong and Healthy again,” “Gideon,”
In the preface to these
“Jacob’s Death and Burial.”
Sonatas he says; “I also' represent in the first Sonata the
snarling and boasting of Goliath by the low, deep-toned
theme, which, being played staccato, sounds very defiant
and short farther I represent the flight of the Philistines
> and their pursuit by a fugue with very short notes,” etc.
* Kuhnau was not the only one of his time”who wrote pro*
s
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to the teacher as well as to the pupil, noth-

te,

ing more injurious than absent-mindedness
Inattention to
[8] George Freidrich Handel was born the 23d of the
work before us will make the most intelligent aa imFebruary, 1685, at Halle, in Lower Saxony. His father was
becile, at least for the time being for it is the same thing
a physician and surgeon. He showed from early youth an
whether the faculties we possess are not used, or Whether
intense desire and love for music, much against his father’s
they are altogether wanting.
To the absent-minded the
that music was a very nice art for
wishes, who believed
.teacher speaks always in vain hence instructing even the
entertainment, but had not dignity enough for an occupa..most talented often becomes annoying.
It is much mom
tion.
difficult to attract the attention of a diverted mind than te
..Handel received his first instruction from Zachau, the
catch the flies swarming around us. Loud counting (aside
great ’organist, with whom he remained three years.
He from its merit to keep proper time)
will be found a® excelthen went to Berlin (1696) to study the operatic school. He
lent expedient to keep the attention to the musical object
was an excellent pianist and. organist, one of the greatest of
wide awake.
his time,, and even excelled Domenico Scarlatti, who, when
2. Conceit
It often happens that a pupil will practise »Handel, atone time at a masked ball, in mask, sat down at the
piece diligently enough, and yet he is not able to master it)
piano and began to play, exclaimed, “ That must be either
Perhaps, that the teacher had given
ah extra hard nut
the Saxon or the Devil, for no one else can play like that.”
to crack, because he had noticed that easier eomposilioa*
Handel died in London on Good Friday, April 14, 1759, in
are carried, as it were, on the light shoulder. Such i*e#
his seventy-fifth year.
pieces are often thought by the student to be “iiajW,’'!
[9] Sebastian Bach’s piano works were lately pub- though they may have gone through in a careless
manner* lished in a cheap edition by Holle, at Wolfenbuttel.
They If you ask the pupil after Ms fruitless
attempt,
Is fee plao#
The most important one of
are edited by Fr. Chrysander.
difficult?!’ then, to your surprise, he will answer, -“No, it
them is the Wohltemperirte Klavier” (Well-tempered is
easy.” Behind such a reply lurks conceit, for h© m is
Clavichord), consisting of Preludes and Fugues in all the
agining that nothing is too difficult for him to overcome.
keys. The name has reference to the fact that those pieces
This is, to say the least-, ridiculous in calling a burden light
in all their different keys can only he played on an exwhen we are unable to lift it. He who calls a thing easy
Besides these, his best piano
actly even-tempered piano.
and yet cannot accomplish it, unwittingly admits his owa
compositions are the French and the English Suites and also
superficiality. 7 hat is conceit-. Besides this, conceit awrieeT
the six' Partitas.
'with it other delects and errors. A pretended great virtuose
[10] Johann Jacob Froberger, born in 1635, at Halle
is trying to make yon believe that everything is easy to him
studied in Vienna under Frescobaldi, went to Paris for a
while to the real artist it appears rather too difficult, for the
short -time, and in 1655 became court organist at Vienna.
simple reason that he is no charlatan, but aiming continually
In 1662, during a sea voyage to London, he fell in the hands for
a higher ideal, and therefore willingly admits that th*
of pirates, and when he reached London, without money or
task before him is difficult. The self-complacency of many
friends, was compelled to accept a place as bellows-treader
would be turned into modesty if they were to mind the
in a blacksmith-shop in order to maintain Ms existence.
maxim of a great artist, “All that is beautiful is difficult.
At last when, one day in the absence of the organist, he
3. Constant- and tireless practice will hardly serve to reach
played the organ in a certain church, he was recognized by a proper end unless the physical relaxation
of the body ia
one of his pupils and was immediately relieved from Ms not lost sight of. Abstain from protracted and
fatiguing
He then, by hard work as a teacher, practice, and do not neglect daily exercise in the fresh
humble position.
air.
soon earned a considerable sum of money and returned to
In the course of proper time the player
4. Perfection
Vienna, where he soon after fell in royal disgrace. He died must become so thoroughly imbued with his artthat music
in 1695, at Mainz, discontented with the whole world and
will be to him like speech, while his fingers act like lips,
His playing on the organ was something tongue, etc. When we reflect how much
with himself.
practice is needed
wonderful for his time he also played the piano excellently to learn our own mother-tongue correctly, we can
very readily
and was one of the first who wrote tastefully and under- understand the necessity of the musician’s tireless applicastandingly for that instrument.
tion in order to attain a high technical skill, aided by faultGottlieb
Muffat,
a
son
of
George
Muffat,
was
an
[11]
less accentuation, and accurate phrasing.
excellent organist and pianist. He studied under his father
5. The teacher, suggesting to the parents the
and under Fox. In 1727, he was chosen as court composer their child’s more faithful practice, will often hear
and piano teacher of the royal family of Charles V. He was following answer “We don’t intend that our
a prolific writer for the organ and piano.
become a Virtuoso.” Don't be afraid; by a
[12] Carl Johann Philip Spitta, a German devotional growing trees do not reach to the sky it is not
He wrote an excellent become a virtuoso. But in holding out to a puj
poet, bora at Hanover, in 1801.
IHSH
(“Lippincott’s Biogr. Dictionary,”
biography of Bach.
...
of a virtuoso, it may perhaps kelp to raise him
Thomas.
above mediocrity. From the German by G. S. E]
[13] Franz Heinrich von Biber, a noted violinist and
composer, bora at Warthenberg, in 1648 died January 1,
(“Handlexicon der Tonkiinst,” Paul.)
1705, at Salzburg.
[14] Arcangelo Corelli, bom in 1653, at Fnsigano,
near Bologna, Was the founder of methodical violin playing
He created a great
and the greatest virtuoso of his time.
The oldest piano, it is supposed, in
sensation at Paris, in 1672, went' to Germany in 1680, re- to be seen in the suburbs of New
mained for a short time in the service of the Elector of Harlem Bridge, is an adventurous reli
His massive its historic associations. It belonged
Bavaria and died January 8, 1713, at Rome.
works are highly praised, even at the present time.
Phillipes (whose baud George Wasbit
[15] Johann Kuhnau, a very remarkable old musician, who became the wife of Col. George
Cantor of Leipzig, und the greatest figure in German clavier list of Revolutionary memory), being
music before Bach. He was the inventor of the sonata as a by her father in 1754. At tbe close
Bora 1667, at war Col. Morris’ property was eonfisci
piece of several movements not dance tunes.
Died 1722. his family removed to England after t
Made Cantor at Leipzig, 1684.
Geysing.
(“How to Understand Music,” Mathetcs.)
deuce in America, it went back ac
them In 1812, Mis, Morris returned
of Kuhnau and Mathesonjcan be found in the col- and the piano was set up once more
t Piano-works
U All. MaUI.. Jaa 1*
IO 1a t. .. aAa.Ia M K..
13
lection', “ Alte BSeister des IT. und 18. Jahrbunderts,” by E. Pnuermansion, then owned and occupied b
Leipzie Breltkopf und Hkrtel. They ure published in separate his wife.
Jumel (who. after t
book
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The meeting was called to order about half-past ten on
that Tuesday morning, and from that time, with short adjournments for dinner and supper, it continued until nearly

'AMERICAN COLLEGE OF MUSI
Cl A NS.
ITS

Pursuant

midnight.

OK HI IN AND THAN OF PBOCKIHTRE.

Editor of The .Etude

Each Examiner in this, as in the written examinations,
will be provided with a blank upon which, after noting the
candidate’s number, he will mark, according to a pre-arranged method of rating, his estimate of the candidate’s skill
upon each point considered in the examination.
These ratings will be compared in each particular and, if
found to be approximately alike, the sum total of .credits
will be averaged, whereupon, if the number reached is equal
to the proper percentage out of the possible total, a diploma
will be awarded the successful candidate. Should a marked.'
discrepancy appear between the ratings of the Examiners,
concerning any particular, that part of the examination will
be recapitulated, with still greater care and attention, urttil
a majority decision shall have been reached.
In order to furnish all the information respecting these

.

.

_

Those who participated in its deliberations will put it
down as a red-letter day, memorable for harmony as well as
On the next mornfor the intense interest which prevailed.
ing Tie Music Teachers’ National Association convened for

:

your request on account of Use. special inof your readers for information concerning the present status of the newly-organized American
and its plans for the future, allow me
of
Musicians
College
quit ies

who, though within hearing, wilLuot come into the
immedia'e presence of the Examiners.

date,

,

to

made by many

its

up

three days’ session, but all the chinks of time were filled
in informal continuations of the absorbing topics of Tues-

day.

Ou Thursday evening and at Friday noon

to furnish the following:
In answer to the many letters which I am constantly receiving asking for a more or less detailed description of the
movement “from its inception to the present, moment,’' let
me briefly outline the history. The significance of all these
communications, as showing the widening interest manifested,
in the efforts of the Music Teachers' National Association to
encourage a higher standard of musical attainment on the
part of our teachers, will be deeply appreciated by all
thoughtful musicians, and I would gladly answer them all
in tlioioughest detail were it possible in the midst of manifold other duties, but when I say that it would take four
good-sized figures to enumerate the letters I haye written on
this subject, on behalf of the original committee, within the

adjourned meet-

ings of the committee were held, at the last of which the
organization was so far perfected as to be able to proceed to
the election of the Board of Examiners. This election, by
the provisions of the constitution, not only imposed the trust
and honors of an Examiner upon the recipient of a majority
vote, but it also made him a member of the first body of examinations which may be imparted without impairing
“Fellows” of the College of Musicians. It was evident to their value as impartial tests of excellence, it is the intention
the -most, casual observer that the utmost care was .being of the directors to issue a suitable circular, by-and-bye,
exerted to place only such persons upon that Board as would giving a list of the works which will form the basis of the.
command the confidence and respect of the American musical examination papers, and a list of compositions for solo and
Immediately following this election, their being a prima vista execution, transposition, etc., in each departworld.
quorum of the Board present, they proceeded, in accordance ment and in each grade. In the meantime, a circular has
with the terms of the constitution, to elect, from among their just been issued giving some preliminary information which
will be interesting to all and having attached a blank which,
own number, the officiary of the organization.
last fourteen months, I may be pardoned for seeking to
This procedure if will be seen so condenses the machinery upon being properly filled out and returned to the Secretary,
economize time, now that the movement has been endorsed
will secure the entrance of your name upon the Secretary’s
and the privilege of backing it up distributed among such a of government as to simplify and expedite its business.
Before adjournment it was arranged that the three Ex- list and the reception of all further information which may
large number of our foremost teachers and artists, and so
Every teacher and ambitious student in
aminers in each division should, in the course of the year, be made public.
powerfully supported by our leading musical journals.
While visiting London in 1881, I became much interested prepare suitable examination papers for the first meeting, the country should at once avail themselves of this privilege.
in the work of the London College of Organists and the which is to be held in New York, Tuesday, June 30, 1885, It involves no committal to any course of action whatevter
no expense, beyond a two-cent stamp.
is
attended
with
In the meantime, ar- and
great stimulus it had furnished to organ students during the probably at the Academy of Music.
Send to the Secretary for the preliminary circular; keep
seventeen years of its existence, so that, indeed, quite & revo- rangements have been made to procure a charter under the
posted as to the movements of the organization and, by-andlution had resulted in favor of a better preparation for the laws of the State of New York.
bye, if you see fit, enter yourself as a candidate for the examiIt is proposed to conduct these examinations on a plan by
duties of an organist and church musician.
-The popularity of the institution had been increasing, means of which the identity of the candidate will remain nation, in the manner already described. Let every teacher
from year to year, while its standard of examination had unknown to the Examiners, thus removing, as far as pos- make his or her plans to secure this impartial professiopaL
been correspondingly elevated, thus furnishing the incentive sible, any opportunity for the charge of collusion or the show and official endorsement of their merits let every student
to the rising generation of organists’ to prepare themselves of partiality to the candidate on the one hand and, on the look forward to the time when he shall apply for Ms first
the more thoroughly to meet its demands and the more other, relieving the candidate from the embarrassment of a certificate from the American College of Musicians and so
highly to prize its honors. At the annual business meeting public failure and placing him as much as possible at his fortify himself that ultimately he shall attain to the degree,
Master of Musical Art and let every teacher so order his
I heard the presiding officer, Dr. F. E. Gladstone, (an. Ox- ease and in (lie command of all his powers.
ford or Cambridge Musical Doctor, I cannot recall which),
Persons desiring to enter for the examinations should write instruction as to enable Ms pupils to reach this honorable
a thorough-going musician, and near relation to the,gEng- to the Secretary, Mr. A. A. Stanley, 14 Pallas Street, Provi- goal.
One word more in closing. In spite of a great many surThis blank they
lish premier, say that he regarded the work of the College of dence, R. I., for an Application Blank.
Organists of far more practical value to the musical world will fill out and return to the Secretary, thus notifying him mises and charges to the contrary, it is not and never has.
than the musical honors offered by Oxford or Cambridge, be- in which branch (piano-forte, voice, organ, musical theory, been the intention nor desire of the promulgators' of this
cause the examinations at the College of Organists could orchestral strings, or rudimentary) they propose to labor and movement to institute any malicious crusade or prohibitory
only be passed by a practical musician, an executive as well in which of the three grades they desire examination. All measures whatever, even if that were possible. On the conas creative musician, while those at the universities were candidates will be required to pass the examination in musi- trary, its purpose is to institute a standard of musical scholexclusively for the creative musician theorist, and statistician. cal theory (harmony, counterpoint, etc.) corresponding at arship in this country, in place of the very crude opinion on
Let this serve as a hint to some of our friends who think that least to the grade of certificate for which they have applied. that point now prevailing to say what constitutes a real musiin the examinations of the American College of Musicians no
At the time and place in New York announced in the cian ; to secure to that name and. its bearers their deserved"
particular stress should be placed upon the executive powers blank for the examinations, the candidates will meet the honor, and to enable the worthy to more easily find thenof the candidate, those who think that to be the best kind of Secretary, pay their dues (yet to be fixed), and draw at proper place in the public estimation, as well as amongst
It proposes by every highteacher it is only necessary to tai.k (never play) tothe pupil. random the numbers by which they are to be known to the their professional brethren.
The really wonderful growth and beneficial influence of Examiners. Thus, the candidate will sign his or her number minded procedure to encourage the least competent teacher
the London College of Organists instigated the idea of orga- to all the written examinations, instead. of their names, and and student in the land to press forward toward the skill and
nizing in this country a kindred institution for the encour- will announce it to the assistant, who, in turn, will announce dignity of a Master of Musical Art and to so protect the path
agement of a better state of' music teaching, and on a suffi- it to the Examiners who have charge of the demonstrative to and attainment of That honor as to make its possession a
synonym for unimpeachable excellence.
ciently broad base to cover the principal departments of that
examinations.
Yours truly,
avocation, both vocal and instrumental.
At the close of the examinations the Secretary will require
E. M. Bowman,
In an open letter to the Music Teacher's National Asso- each candidate’s number in order to properly fill out the
President American College of Musicians
ciation, then about to assemble at Albany for its fifth annual
diplomas and keep the college records.
meeting, I briefly suggested a movement of this kind, promwill
be
two-fold,
As intimated above, the examinations
ising to present at a future meeting, if desired, some details viz. Written and demonstrative.
and plans of procedure. This promise was redeemed in an
The written examination will be sub-divided into two
ICS.
address at Providence, the result of which was the election parts also, one part of which will specially refer to the branch
by ballot of a committee consisting of Win. H. Sherwood, which the candidate proposes to follow, including the noting
Cijiyle Petersilia, S. B. Whitney, N. Coe Stewart, and the in a given composition all such marks of technique and ex(October Century.)
writer, with discretionary powers to add to our number pression as a teacher would be called upon to furnish iu order
If you earnestly wish to promote
“such other substantial musicians” as we deemed proper, to properly guide a pupil studying the work under his direc- /
Your talent, hear what I suggest.and to call a meeting at Cleveland to discuss the project and tion.
The other part of the written examination will conou’ve given us many a note,
formally organize, if it was considered advisable.
sist of musical theoiy (harmony, counterpoint, etc.), history
For Heaven’s sake, give us- a rest,
The enlargement of this committee was a work of no in- of music, acoustics, and general information of a musical
Bek Wood Davis,
considerable magnitude, involving, as it did, a voluminous character.
explanatory' correspondence in order to secure the co-operaThe accuracy, perspicuity, and conciseness of language em“I can shine as a. pianist if I have half a chance,” said a
tion of the leading professionals throughout the country, but, ployed in answering these questions and the manner of dilapilated individual to a prominent professor.
at length, the roll contained the names of over 125 men and solving the exercises will form the basis upon which the
“ Can you ?”
women who represented the progressive spirit of the age and Examiners will arrive at their decision.
“
\V hat
es, sir ; I have talent but no opportunities.
all the artistic centres of the land, and who were willing to
The value of a good literary education in addition to the would be the first step in my case ?”
This specifically musical attainments will be fully appreciated by
“ Ah, well, I should say to go wash your hands.”
at least consider the advisability of such a movement.
count did not, by any means, contain all the best musicians the candidate at this point.
“ Which part of the cake will you take, Johnny ?”
M« fa ou .co nti b< &sts
The demonstrative examination will show what the can“ Oh, I’ll take the soprano, I guess ”
Many were unintentionally overlooked uuti! too late, didate can do as an executant or demonstrator of the method
“ The soprano ; what do you mean ?”
owing to the fallibility of mortal memory; two declined to he proposes to teach to others. In this examination, the
“ The upper part, of course, ma !” BurlingtonJFree Press.
consider the movement at all, and two others declined be- candidate will (1) be asked to render a solo of his own secause their engagements precluded the possibility of their lection, within a given range of compositions (to be menA young pianist says he “ always closes his eyes when he
attendance at the meeting.
tioned in the Application blank), to show his technical and plays. It is different with those within hearing distance
At length, on Tuesday, July 1st, about ODe-half of the interpretative powers, and (2) he will have placed before they always close their ears when he plays.
total membership convened at Cleveland to discuss the pros him, in the course of the examination, a short passage to
“How do you like Wagner’s music?” asked Kosciusko
and cons of the proposed movement. Considering the great transpose to some other key, to be named by the Examiner’s
~
Murphy of an Austin society lady.
distance traversed by a large portion of the committee, the assistant, and (3) there will be furnished him a composition
“ Like it ! I don’t like it at all. I’d rather listen to que
expense involved, the time of year for traveling, and, above to be read at sight.
Mozart’s pauses than all the music Wagner ever wrote”’
Finally, the execution of certain fundamental forms (scales, of
all, the great sacrifice of valuable time, this large attendance
/.-L
was surprising. Those who did not come sent earnestly- etc.), covering the technique of the voice or instrument in- —Texas Siftings.
worded regrets and such valid excuses as absence from the volved, will be called for, the performance of which should
Thsbb is a difference— a new definition, perhaps between
be at the instant command of every teacher. The candidate a teacher and a professor of music in Australia. Eyery youth
country,' or, illness, either of themselves or in their families
So many sent the excuse “ going to Europe" that I began will be directed through tbs demonstrative examination by or young girl who has taken a “ few quartets*’’ i©*s©as sets up
to conclude that the advice given in my address at Provi- an assistant, as at the London College of Organists’ exami- as a “teacher,” and— almost invariably—caanot nlay the
dence (to “ advance the price of lessons”) had been very gen- nations, who will announce the number to the Examiners, scales, whilst those who can play the scales are “ proressorej* 'J
but otherwise faithfully protect the incognito of the candiT:*,
.
erally acted upon daring the year,
Musical Opinion.
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